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A Remembrance
A Remembrance of Alexander “Sasha” Shulgin

of Alexander “Sasha” Shulgin

T

By Entropymancer

his June, we lost a truly great man. Alexander
Theodore Shulgin, known as Sasha to his
friends, was a chemist and psychopharmacologist specializing in psychedelic drugs.
While mainstream outlets have eulogized him as
the "godfather of ecstasy," due to his role in
introducing MDMA to psychotherapy, Shulgin's
most enduring legacy will likely be his extensive
work developing novel phenethylamine and
tryptamine psychedelics and exploring their
structure-activity relationships.

Shulgin's life has been an inspiration to many. He
had the heart of an explorer, boldly venturing into uncharted territory with each new drug he
synthesized. He was driven by a conviction that humankind desperately needs these tools if we are
to survive the destructive power of our own technology. Considering the prevailing political trends
which seek to prohibit and marginalize these drugs, Shulgin drew the ire of the DEA when he
courageously decided to publish his work, complete with syntheses and dosage commentary, in
the popular volumes PiHKAL and TiHKAL.

The Alchemist, By Mike Cole 2014 Inspired by a photo by Greg Manning of Team Shulgin

Shulgin's work ultimately touched many lives, including the lives of many who never met him.
As news of his death spread, people expressed their thanks to Shulgin for the role his work played
in their personal development through an outpouring of personal remembrances on social media
sites. He inspired many psychonauts to study organic chemistry. His compounds helped many of
us to examine ourselves, empower our creative expressions, overcome depression, and begin to
live our lives in an authentic way.

I can't help but feel that Shulgin's work came to us in the nick of time. We find ourselves at a pivotal
moment in human history. Our population has exploded to the point where a simple disruption of
supply chains could cause starvation on an unprecedented scale. Our consumption of resources
has reached an unsustainable fever pitch. Our weapons have the power to wipe out huge swaths of
life on earth. Our agricultural war against biodiversity pushes many segments of the community of
life to the precipice of extinction and beyond. We need a new cultural paradigm. We need new ways
of thinking. And Shulgin's toolbox has the potential to serve as a catalyst to the types of
transformation we must undergo.

It feels like the end of an era…but it is also a new beginning. In each generation, some heed the call
of the mysterium tremendum. Already, other hands are busily expanding on the scaffolding that
Shulgin erected.
Wonderful wizard, you will be sorely missed.

You can donate to the Shulgin Legacy Project, which will preserve and archive Sasha’s life’s work.
http://www.shulginresearch.org/home/donate/
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Entheogenic
Tryptamines
Past and Present: Folkways of Resilience

T

By jamie and nen888

additional research by dreamer042 & the Nexian editorial staff

Before and Beyond Ayahuasca

he first thing that comes to mind at the mention of Amazonian plant medicines or tryptamine
use is, more often than not, ayahuasca. Indeed, ayahuasca has represented the pinnacle of
entheogenic tryptamine folkways, for some time, in the West. It has been regarded by many
as the “entheogen par excellence,” both in the ceremonial elegance of its delivery to the Western
consciousness and the profound, yet gentle flowering of collective visions that seem to bloom in
its wake. Ayahuasca is, no doubt, a medicine worthy of great respect. However, in this article, we
would like to take a look beyond the ayahuasca
meme that has predominated within Western
entheogenic culture. We will examine the larger
world of folk DMT and tryptamine use that
existed before ayahuasca and continues to
extend from the far past into the present in a
myriad of continually evolving forms.
The use of DMT and similar tryptamines within
folk traditions is not simply a relic revived from
a long forgotten past, or an exotic cultural artifact
reconstructed in contemporary Western culture.
We would posit that it represents a range of
cultural modalities, both ancient and modern,
from indigenous tribal cultures to contemporary
Western folk traditions, which have grown
beyond the cultural modality comprising
ayahuasca in the Western mind. Ayahuasca
itself represents an interesting paradigm within
Magic Leaves (crop) by Blue Lunar Night
the larger world of entheogenic DMT practice, but
it does not represent that world in its entirety. Ayahuasca is the modality that has been put in the
spotlight within the entheogenic subculture. And yet, there has been a blooming of contemporary
practice in the West that arguably more closely resembles these other traditional practices—all while
maintaining a sovereign, grassroots, neo-folk approach as a living, evolving Western tradition.

There is good evidence, for instance, of the cultural usage of tryptamine-containing plants such as
acacia trees in Africa, the Middle East, India, China/East Asia, and the Pacific/Oceania, dating back
to antiquity—each with different traditions. (Rätsch 2005, Voogelbreinder 2009). There is even the
possibility that ancient Egyptians may have smoked entheogenic acacias, considering that acacia
trees figure prominently in ancient Egyptian symbolism, and a practice of inhaling the vapor from
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burnt acacia flowers still exists in contemporary Egypt (Osborn 1968).

The harmala alkaloid-containing plant, Peganum harmala, also has a history of traditional and ritual
use in North Africa, Iran, Turkey, and India. (Flattery & Schwartz 1989). The environments of these
plants are, like their associated traditions, very different to those of the ayahuasca regions, which
are restricted to South America.

Phalaris grasses containing DMT and harmalas (MAOIs) are native to Europe (Festi & Samorini
1994), perhaps having lost their accompanying traditions. Also, as most of these traditions are
secretive, obscure, or lost, the modern tryptamine explorer is left without much reference for the
experience, particularly that of shorter acting methods. Hence, a new folklore emerges through
experimentation, exploration, and garnering what can be found in the remnants of older traditions.

Throughout the Amazon basin and elsewhere, a diverse number of tryptamine-based medicinal and
entheogenic modalities are expressed. Anadenanthera is a genus of trees in the family Fabaceae
(legumes), comprising two species and a variety of subspecies of tryptamine-bearing specimens
occurring in South America. The Fabaceae family contains nitrogen fixers with astonishing numbers
of DMT and other tryptamine-containing genera, including Acacia, Mimosa, Desmanthus,
Anadenanthera, Lespedeza, Desmodium, and others. The oldest documented use of entheogenic
tryptamines in South America predates any documented use of ayahuasca. Analysis of snuffs
dating back to 780 CE from the region of San Pedro de Atacama, a town in Chile, identified DMT, 5MeO-DMT, and bufotenine. Anadenanthera colubrina seeds and smoking pipes dating back to 2130
BCE have been found in Argentina, representing the earliest known entheogenic tryptamine use in
South America. (Torres & Repke 1996)

Anadenanthera colubrina seeds, cebil snuff, and a modern DMT snuff made from a chaliponga extraction
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Similarly, the resin collected from
the bark of a number of trees of the
Myristicaceae family such as Virola
theiodora and Virola calophylla, are
used to make potent tryptamine
snuffs. These snuffs mainly
contain 5-MeO-DMT, DMT, and
other tryptamines and betacarbolines, but not bufotenine.
5-MeO-DMT is the main tryptamine
in many virola snuffs. However, in
Virola
calophylla
the
main
tryptamine present is reported to be
DMT. (Schultes & Hofmann 1980)

The use of DMT-, 5-MeO-DMT-, and bufotenine-containing snuffs and smoking mixtures present
paradigms of tryptamine use that are possibly far older than oral tryptamine/beta-carboline
mixtures, such as ayahuasca. Ayahuasca itself often contains nothing more than the Banisteriopsis
caapi or Banisteriopsis muricata vine, or any of a number of other vines, such as Tetrapterys
methystica, which are now being sold on the online market as "ayahuasca" (McKenna et al. 1995).
The commonly (mis)understood paradigm of what ayahuasca is among Western psychedelic and
entheogenic enthusiasts presents a very limited and often misleading model. The harmala alkaloids,
such as harmine, found within both B. caapi and B. muricata are profoundly visionary and
entheogenic medicines on their own—producing deep, dreamy sequences of visions often of a very
personal quality. Some tribes never use DMT admixtures at all (McKenna et al. 1995). The use of
Banisteriopsis caapi itself is not limited to aqueous potions; its use has been observed among the
Piaroa as an additive to yopo preparations—a snuff made from the seeds of Anadenanthera
peregrina—as well as being consumed before the ingestion of the snuff (Rodd 2002).
The Nexian - Issue #2
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Could this use of B. caapi possibly point towards a more ancient use of the vine tied to the snuff
complex, predating its use as a tea?

Western interest in tryptamine use tends to focus primarily on South American traditions. In other
parts of the world, tryptamine and beta-carboline use is ancient, though less openly discussed by
non-initiates than ayahuasca. For example, the Maasai of Kenya derive a ceremonial psychoactive
brew from Acacia nilotica ssp. astringens, which is reported to contain tryptamines and harmalas
(Oliver-Bever, 1986). Additionally, certain Tibetan Buddhists acknowledge the use of Acacia catechu
(khadira), which is reported to contain DMT, in secret rituals as a snuff. This has been revealed by
Michael Crowley, as well as by nen’s personal research (Crowley 2006, nen888 2014).
Human use of Peganum harmala dates back thousands of years. There is good evidence that it was
the base plant of the soma/haoma of the Indian Vedas (c.1500 BCE) and ancient Persian Avesta. It
is well known in Iran and Egypt to be hallucinogenic on its own . To this day, in certain regions, P.
harmala is still referred to as Haoma (Flattery, Schwartz. 1989).

The use of the DMT-containing jurema (Mimosa tenuiflora syn. hostilis) by Afro-Brazilians has been
hastily assumed to have lost an accompanying beta-carboline admixture (da Silveira Barbosa 1998).
However, the original jurema beverage was said to be a cold water infusion (Gonçalves de Lima
1946). Recent evidence has found that Mimosa tenuiflora contains the beta-carboline, 2-methyl1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-beta-carboline (2-Me-THβC), as well as yuremamine—which is destroyed by heat
and may be an MAO inhibitor (Vepsäläinen et al. 2005). In modern times, M. tenuiflora has been used
as an available DMT source plant. It is generally acquired through online botanical vendors, used in
the creation of brews with either P. harmala or B. caapi, extracted for smoking mixtures, and more
recently, even extracted for making alkaloid snuffs. However, with the increasing prosecution of M.
tenuiflora root bark powders, another legume, Acacia confusa, has become a popular, commerciallyavailable source of entheogenic tryptamines.

In the wake of ayahuasca, the jurema tree has frequently been reduced to a simple ayahuasca
analogue, or even referred to as “ayahuasca,” when brewed in conjunction with P. harmala. It is
arguable, however, that jurema itself has brought the light of the tryptamine revelation to more
people in the West than ayahuasca has. For some years, the DMT subculture around the world,
outside of Australia and parts of South America, seems to have been centered on this plant more
than ayahuasca.

Not in Her Image - Ayahuasca “Analogues”

The use of the term “ayahuasca analogues” has risen in the wake of Jonothan Ott’s ground-breaking
work, Ayahuasca Analogues. Since its publication, there has been a growing interest in the use of
alternative plants to create what has been termed the “ayahuasca effect.” While this terminology
has been useful and serves a valid purpose, we would like to deconstruct this generalization. In
traditional plant medicine systems around the world, each individual plant is recognized as having
its own signature, spirit, or energy. Essentially, these are animistic traditions. In such systems it
would be considered inappropriate, or even disrespectful, to not recognize the specific plant(s)
involved, along with its embodied spirit(s).

On a more pragmatic level, many plants substituted as ayahuasca analogues contain a variety of
additional alkaloids compared to the standardized model of DMT/harmalas. Hence, they present
differing modes of action to varying extents, even if on a more subtle level. NMT, for instance, is
found in a number of acacias, including Acacia confusa. NMT is non-visual in emphasis, yet
entheogenic at higher dosage. It has been referred to as a “spatial hallucinogen” by nen. Combining
NMT with DMT, as both are naturally found in acacias, leads to synergistic effects such as prolonged
duration of the experience and additional physical effects.
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The Phalaris species have been of great interest as analogues of the traditional Psychotria viridis
and Diplopterys cabrerana admixture plants. However, many species contain high levels of other
tryptamines such as 5-MeO-NMT, 5-MeO-DMT, and NMT, as well as beta-carbolines such as 2-MeTHβC, which could possibly render certain species or strains orally active without the need for hybrid
plant complexes. The styles, modes, and songs of the various traditions that utilize tryptamine/harmala-containing plants vary as much from the South American Ayahuasca traditions as the
plants themselves.

Emerging Folkways

Like weeds, resilient and robust, we psychonauts must flourish as a culture and begin putting down
roots of our own. It will not be a culture of commerce, nor of tourism, that will instill people with a
living tradition that they truly own. Weeds tend to flourish in the most disturbed and destitute of
places, rising from the ashes of dying cultures as agents of biological remediation, to intercept the
traumas that plague the land. As we watch the collective flames engulf our dying world, we have a
chance at remediation, at the cultivation of a seed that can begin mending our broken culture and
transforming the traumas of this world. There is, in the underground of commerce culture, an
emerging folk tradition alive and well, surrounding the use of these tryptamine medicines.

The Western tradition of folk
herbalism, as it has arisen in the
Americas—post-conquest, as folk
herbalism has existed in the
Americas since time immemorial—
provides a very interesting and
compelling vantage point from
which to view the deeper
entheogenic plants. This tradition
presents a formidable context in
relation to our current situation.
When European settlers arrived in
the Americas, they brought with
them herbal lore from the older
crafts that had survived the cultural
genocide waged against their former
tribes by the Catholic church. These
practices hybridized with other
traditions that had been observed in
the herbcraft of both the indigenous
peoples of the Americas and the
slaves that had been abducted from
Africa. No doubt, a wide variety of
distinct bioregional folk traditions
were born.
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Such practices flourished and
became
the
foundation
of
contemporary
Western
folk
herbalism in the Americas among
The Vision of the Shaman by Sander Bos
the settlers and African-American
slaves. These traditions continue to thrive into the modern era for one reason: they are practical,
and what is practical usually tends to be resilient enough to stand the test of time. For any
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contemporary movement to gain momentum as a grassroots, living folk tradition, it must be practical
enough to be adopted and lived by the general populace. Folk traditions do not thrive among those
who have the equity to pay for them in paper bills and metal coins; the equity of folk tradition is
found in values which commercial culture often seeks to either capitalize upon or eliminate.

What seems most interesting, yet difficult to adequately address, is the growing underground
phenomenon of a modern folk approach to the utilization of these tryptamine-containing plants. In
the 1990s, through the publication of the Entheogen Review and efforts of people such as Jim
DeKorne, Johnny Appleseed, and Keeper Trout, the underground psychedelic culture experienced
an encouragingly fertile era of homegrown experimentation. This was carried out by pioneering
psychonauts exploring novel tryptamine-containing plants and plant combinations that they either
grew or found endemic to the bioregions they inhabited. This era represents, for some, a beacon of
light pointing us in the direction our culture is inevitably headed. A number of select strains and
species of phalaris grass—testing high in DMT, 5-MeO-DMT, and a mixture of both—were being
grown in backyards, basements, and greenhouses. Others were harvesting wild, locally-growing
Desmanthus illinoensis and Desmanthus leptolobus root bark. Extracts were smoked and brewed
together with locally harvested or purchased P. harmala seeds or sometimes even homegrown
Passiflora species, yielding potent entheogenic effects.

In the early '90s, DeKorne discovered that his simple juicer extract of Phalaris arundinacea could be
smoked, producing 5-MeO-DMT effects. Helping to fuel phalaris experimentation at the time, he took
an essentially Gnostic/Qabalistic approach towards his experiences, rather than echoing South
American traditions. Initially looking for DMT, he contributed to spreading awareness that 5-MeODMT occurs in some grass strains, and that there was great variation in the species.

In Australia, also in the early '90s, a handful of researchers successfully found high levels of DMT
in a number of Acacia species. However, it soon became evident that there was wide variation among
specimens, and other alkaloids were often present. This lead to an underground understanding that
acacias were in many ways different from, or an expansion of, the DMT experience. A few who saw
the acacias as a unique tryptamine gateway developed a folklore of deep respect for the plants and,
echoing animist traditions, they accepted the alkaloids variations—often seasonal in nature—as a
‘teaching’ of the plant. They valued the unique experiences of the plants’ mixed alkaloids. However,
such folklore was not widespread and became diminished by the late '90s, as the popularity of DMT
obscured the appreciation of such uniqueness. This was readdressed in 2011, in the “Trying to
Improve Acacia Information” thread at the DMT-Nexus, and there is now a growing awareness of
the variable and unique nature of many acacias, which goes beyond conceptualizing them as mere
sources for DMT. The rapidly increasing use of Acacia confusa in North America and Europe has
also helped emphasize this.

Other varied sources of tryptamines and beta-carbolines were subject to experimentation in the
pioneering era of the first half of the '90s, such as species like Delosperma cooperi, Phragmites
australis, and Arundo donax. Tryptamine-bearing mushrooms of the Psilocybe, Conocybe, and
Panaeolus genera can be found worldwide, throughout most bioregions as well. They have been
used for the last few decades—and possibly throughout human history—with beta-carboline
containing plants to produce a similar tryptamine/harmala hybrid medicine. More recently,
Elaeagnus species such as Russian and Autumn Olive have drawn the attention of some, due to
their beta-carboline content. Other common weeds and grasses, such as crabgrass (Digitaria
sanguinalis), have been shown to possibly contain entheogenic tryptamines as well.

Sadly, this era of homegrown experimentation with locally-sourced wild and cultivated plant species
came to an end for all but a few rare, dedicated pockets of people within the broader community.
As other plants high in DMT such as Mimosa tenuiflora and Psychotria viridis became easy to obtain,
the search for locally available and sustainable plant sources became almost obsolete.
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Smoking and snuffing DMT/5-MeO-DMT plant extracts and other tryptamine mixtures are methods
of consumption that are becoming more and more common in the underground entheogenic
community. “Changa” is a popular mixture of DMT, usually extracted from botanical sources, and
evaporated onto some type of beta-carboline-containing leaf, or inert leaf with beta-carbolinecontaining plant extracts added to the blend. DMT and 5-MeO-DMT snuffing are less common than
smoking. However, recently, interest in the use of DMT as a snuff seems to be increasing.

While vaporization of DMT and 5-MeO-DMT results in a rapid onset and hyperspacial “flash,”
followed by a subtle afterglow over the next 30-60 minutes, snuffing DMT results in an experience
somewhere in between vaporized and orally ingested DMT. This method allows for a powerful
experience that lasts much longer than smoking, yet is still compressed compared to oral activation
of the tryptamine when combined with MAOI-containing plants. We would suggest that both the
smoked and snuffed methods of tryptamine plant use do not closely resemble the traditions of
Amazonian ayahuasca, but rather, those other Amazonian traditions that have utilized tryptaminecontaining snuffs and smoking mixtures. Such forms of administration present fertile ground for
new modes of personal healing, reflection, and insight, beyond just ayahuasca and the curandero—
the “warrior-explorer,” as McKenna put it. These are truly rediscovered tools.

Entheogenic Folk Medicine

What entheogenic practice represents, for those within this culture of mounting economic insanity,
is a system of folk knowledge reaching back to the earliest traceable evidence for spiritual and
religious practice. In our state of disconnection, we suffer a sort of collective trauma, imprinted onto
our very sense of identity and mirrored in the world we have created around us. This trauma is what
we carry through the world as initiation into the cycle of adulthood. Lacking rites of passage to
signify critical points of transformation in our lives, we are left only to express our trauma as
misguided emotional projections and hysteria, leading to profound disconnection that inevitably
results in the pillaging of the body to which we owe our own animation—the Earth herself. Through
the revival of entheogenic practices, we become like archaeologists of the soul, rediscovering the
foundation of unity between the mind, the heart, and the spirit that exemplifies health and harmony
in our lives. As we begin to peer into the depths of our own shadows, we see in their wake a trail of
tears, shed by our former selves in a desperate cry for attention.
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The Book of Impossible by cyb & Guyomech

It was not merely the appropriation of imposed cultural ideologies and ways of being that led to the
conservation of the traditional folkways of indigenous peoples such as the Mazatecs and Wixaritari
(Huichol). It was the relative isolation of these peoples that kept them reliant on land-based ways
of life, and the clever shrouding of these ways in the empty shell of the oppressors’ paradigms.
Cultural modalities, when exported to exotic places and not integrated into the local ecology in ways
that are self-sustaining, tend to become nothing more than empty projections. In time, they are
packaged and consumed by cultures growing ever more removed from the creative roots upon
which all people through time have called upon for inspiration, guidance, and sustenance. The empty
vessel of appropriated cultural ideologies—commercialized and packaged for increasing economic
profit—in a system whose equity lies within an inarguably unsustainable future is, at most, nothing
more than a front door out of the cultural paradigm we currently inhabit. Without the resilience of
emerging neo-traditions with folk roots, that door can only lead us to a mirror of our own existentially
and spiritually bankrupt reflection.
While such self-reflection is necessary to move beyond our current stage, we also require new
paradigms to ground us and provide a renewed sense of self-reliance which individuals can draw
upon, to then share with the larger community that surrounds them. With a return to our roots, as a
currently evolving entheogenic culture rediscovering our past, we can once again find the seed of
creation that has been the crux of humanity through the ages…a seed which germinates from the
land, yet blossoms in the mind. In the current era of entheogenic revival, forced into the underground
through the ongoing cultural genocide waged by dominator culture, a myriad of grassroots neo-folk
movements should be considered as the most fertile and resilient modalities for such practices to
flourish in a manner that empowers individuals, while still honoring the intact traditions of
indigenous peoples.

We hope that increasing information about tryptamine-containing plant sources will be matched by
a commensurate increase in awareness about the need for entheogenic sustainability. It is our
desire that people learn to grow plants, especially rarer species, and protect their wild environments.

A sustainable growing model is part of the Nexus' outlook and we hope to see this ethos spread
widely among all people interested in these plants and compounds.
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by Sam Gandy

Harnessing Neurogenesis

he human brain contains around 86 billion
neurons and 86 trillion connections
between these neurons. That is more
connections than there are stars in the Milky
Way galaxy, or galaxies in the known universe.
The human brain is one of the most complex and
wondrous things we know of and is the product
over three-and-a-half billion years of evolution.
There is much we can do to look after our brain
and by doing so we in
effect are taking very
good
care
of
ourselves. A healthy
brain is essential for a
healthy, happy life.
One way we can
boost our brain is by
increasing its natural
inbuilt capacity for
neurogenesis.

Neurogenesis is the
birth of new neurons
from neural stem or
progenitor cells in the
brain. It was long considered that the number of
neurons was fixed and they did not replicate
after maturity of the brain. It wasn’t until the
1990s that neurogenesis was observed in the
brains of humans, other primates, and a number
of other species that led to its widespread
scientific acceptance. This area is an example
of a complete scientific turnaround.

There are a number of behavioral,
environmental,
pharmacological,
and
biochemical factors that affect this process,
many of which we have considerable power to
influence. Neurogenesis is also linked to
changes in neuroplasticity, which refers to
changes in the synapses and neural pathways in
the brain.

Neurogenesis has been found to occur in two
brain regions: The subventricular zone and the
hippocampus.

The hippocampus plays a key role in learning
and memory, and alterations have been linked to
a variety of cognitive pathologies such as
anxiety,
depression,
addiction,
and
neurodegenerative
diseases
such
as
Parkinson’s. A reduction in hippocampus
volume has been
observed in patients
with depression and
other
cognitive
disorders.
Neurogenesis
declines with age, but
as will be discussed,
there are a number of
things than can be
done to remedy this.
In this article, I will
cover a wide array of
things we can do and
things
we
can
consume to boost our brains and enhance this
amazing process.

Exercise

Cardiovascular exercise such as running,
interval training, crossfit and/or yoga are the
single most effective ways of boosting
neurogenesis; they come with a vast array of
health benefits for mind and body and are also
important stress relievers. The endorphins
produced act as a potent antidote to cortisol, the
stress hormone, which is highly corrosive to the
brain in the event of long-term exposure.
Exercise has been found to increase levels of
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and
glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF),
two
key
growth
factors
supporting
neurogenesis. It also increases hormones such
13
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as testosterone, which also seem to have a
extremely beneficial effect on neurogenesis, and
act as a buffer against the effects of
psychological stress. Maintaining a healthy level
of physical activity is increasingly important as
we age.

Diet

Feed Your Head: Harnessing Neurogenesis

There are a number of recipes that turmeric can
be incorporated into, and the alkaloid piperine in
pepper has been found to increase curcumin
bioavailability by up to 2000%. An easy, non-toxic
guide using cooking oil to prepare a turmeric
extract can be found here.

Meditation

Diet plays an important role in brain health and There is an ever-growing body of scientific
neurogenesis. Excess refined sugar has a evidence to support the benefits of mindfulness
detrimental effect on the brain, and refined and meditation. It has been found to lead to an
processed foods should be avoided when increase in grey matter density in a number of
possible. The brain is 60% fat, and the right fats different brain regions, including the
are essential to healthy brain function. These hippocampus. The method is straightforward in
may constitute a certain proportion of plant and theory, but can be challenging to practice.
animal fats. Omega-3 fatty acids—in particular However, it doesn’t require any belief in Buddhist
docosahexaenic acid (DHA)—seem of particular or other religious or spiritual doctrine to be
importance with regard to
effective.
neurogenesis, with rich
sources including oily fish
You begin by sitting
and some plant oils, hemp
comfortably, with your
in particular. This fatty acid
spine erect. Eyes are closed
is a major structural
or half closed and a few
component of the brain and
deep breaths are taken
many other parts of the
while feeling the various
body. Hemp seeds are
sensations of your body,
cheap and highly supportive
wherever you are sitting.
of brain function. They
Become aware of your
contain all essential amino
breathing
and
allow
acids in a well-balanced
attention to rest on the
ratio and highly digestible
sensation of your breathing.
form, a number of minerals,
If your mind wanders, bring
vitamins,
and
trace
it back to your awareness of
elements, and a single
breathing.
Sensory
tablespoon contains all our
phenomena
may
be
daily requirements for
experienced; you can notice
east meets west by Mils
essential
fatty
acids.
these but should not
Avocados are another particularly excellent engage with them. Allow them to rise and pass
brain food.
away, and then turn your attention back to focus
on breathing. If you find your mind has
Other things, such as blueberries and green tea, wandered, return focus to breathing. Persevere
may also be beneficial to brain health and with this for ten to fifteen minutes a session
supportive of neurogenesis. Some foods have when you are starting out.
more direct effects on the process, such as the
spice turmeric. Curcumin is the main active Done at night, meditation may also increase
compound in the spice, and has been found to melatonin levels, which have a number of
increase BDNF levels while acting as an beneficial effects including the support of
antidepressant with an effectiveness equivalent neurogenesis. Yoga may also benefit brain
to SSRIs, but without their side effects. It also function, with observations of increased
has a range of other medicinal uses currently hippocampal volume in elderly yoga
being examined through research, as it has practitioners.
demonstrated anti-cancer properties.
14
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Lifestyle

A variety of other lifestyle factors influence
neurogenesis. Sleep deprivation reduces
hippocampal neurogenesis and is highly
detrimental to brain function. However, following
short term sleep deprivation, the brain can
recover deficits with a temporary increase in
neurogenesis. Recent research suggests sleep
plays a key role in brain detox, and doubles the
rate of neurogenesis of oligodendrocyte cells,
which manufacture myelin, a material that
protects the brain’s circuitry. Getting enough
good quality sleep is essential for a healthy
brain.

Exposure to sunlight is well known for its role in
increasing vitamin D, but it also increases
serotonin levels, testosterone, and GDNF
expression in the brain. Exposure to sunlight is
a healthy act, if it is limited to times of day when
it is safest to do so, when exposure to UV rays is
reduced. A brief facial exposure of around ten
minutes can have a positive effect on the brain.
Sexual experience is beneficial for brain
function, elevating levels of feel-good
neurotransmitters,
while
promoting
neurogenesis.

Caloric restriction has been linked to increased
BDNF and improved memory function, with the
brain responding to this stress by increasing
neurogenesis.

An enriched environment has also been found to
have a positive effect on neurogenesis, via
increasing the survival rates and assisting in the
integration of new neurons into the
hippocampus.

Psychoactive Compounds

With a few interesting exceptions, the majority of
psychoactive compounds tend to have a
negative impact on neurogenesis. Of these,
chronic alcohol use is likely one of the most
important and widespread causes of impaired
hippocampal neurogenesis. Alcohol intake also
increases cortisol levels, having a further knockout effect. Tobacco, stimulants, opiates,
entactogens, and some psychedelics are
associated with a reduction in neurogenesis.

SSRI Antidepressants

SSRI antidepressants have been found to
increase hippocampal neurogenesis, which may
play a key role in their antidepressant effect.
These antidepressants are only effective for a
certain proportion of the population, however;
they come with a range of side effects and can
cause unpleasant and prolonged withdrawal
symptoms following cessation of use. If the
increase in neurogenesis is part of the
antidepressant effect of these drugs, there are
certainly healthier and more natural ways of
enhancing this process. In the future, new
antidepressants may be screened for their
neurogenic potential.

Psilocybin

Psilocybin has recently
been found to increase
hippocampal
neurogenesis in mice and
increased the speed of
their
‘unlearning’
of
negative fear behavior
responses when compared to drug-free controls.
This could mean that psilocybin may have
applications for treating PTSD in humans, a
syndrome characterized by highly abnormal
brain function, including impaired hippocampal
function.

Studies with high doses of psilocybin have found
that they can induce long-term positive changes
in personality and feelings of life satisfaction
and well-being. Openness is one of the five
measures of personality, and is significantly
changed in the long term by psilocybin,
especially if a mystical experience occurs during
a session.

This is of great interest as, after the age of 30,
personality is thought to be fixed and openness
is generally thought to decline with age. This
change in personality retained its strength 14
months after the session and appears to remain
long-term. Openness covers personality traits
such as an appreciation for new experiences,
broadness of imagination, and finding value in
aesthetics, emotion, and curiosity, with an
increased hunger for knowledge.
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These changes are associated with enhanced
neurogenesis and neuroplasticity. Thus,
psilocybin has the potential to act as a
multifaceted brain tonic, and could have a
number of therapeutic applications. Yet, it
remains highly illegal and is deemed to have “no
medical use and a high potential for abuse” by
governments around the world.

Ibogaine

Ibogaine is a key alkaloid responsible for the
psychoactivity of the root bark of Tabernanthe
iboga, used for spiritual and healing purposes in
central Africa. It has been found to increase
levels of GDNF, and in a long term fashion, via
an autoregulatory, positive feedback loop. The
increase in GDNF expression, in turn, signals
neurons to increase levels of mRNA to support
further GDNF production, and a single dose of
ibogaine can increase GDNF expression for
weeks, depending on dosage.

Ibogaine is also highly lipophilic (it loves fat) and
remains in body tissue for months, gradually
being released, further extending its influence on
GDNF expression. It appears that this increase
in GDNF expression is responsible for part of
ibogaine’s well-known addiction-interrupting
effects. GDNF infusion has been used in the
treatment of Parkinson’s disease, but is an
invasive procedure. It may be possible for future
compounds to act as pharmacological vectors
to increase GDNF expression in the brain in the
treatment of Parkinson’s disease and cognitive
pathologies, such as addiction.

Ayahuasca
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Plants such as the ayahuasca vine
(Banisteriopsis caapi) and Syrian rue (Peganum
harmala) are sources of harmine and both have
a long history
of medicinal
use
by
humans.
Harmine acts
as
a
reversible
monoamine oxidase A inhibitor, increasing
monoamine levels, which has antidepressant
effects in humans. Acute administration has
been found to increase BDNF levels and induce
antidepressant-like effects in rat hippocampus,
and may suggest a novel pharmacological target
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for the treatment of depression.

Use of ayahuasca has been found to lead to a
long
term
increase
in
platelet
5hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) transporters, and
recent neuroimaging research has shown
changes in the brain structure of long term
users, with associated beneficial effects,
indicative of changes in neuroplasticity. DMT is
very closely related to psilocybin, which has
neurotrophic properties, and it has been
hypothesized thta this endogenous compound
may
play
a
role
in
neurogenesis,
neuroprotection, brain development, and cellular
regeneration.

Ketamine

Ketamine has been
found to significantly
increase the expression
of hippocampal BDNF in
rats and blood plasma
BDNF in humans, and
has the ability to induce
growth of new synapses, reverse synaptic
deficits associated with chronic stress, and
enhance neuroplasticity. It has been known to
work as a potent and rapidly-acting
antidepressant
in
treatment-resistant
depression, and it is possible that part of this
effect may be due to the role it plays in
modulating neurogenesis.

Chronic ketamine abuse is associated with
bladder damage and potential neurotoxicity, but
it is possible that it could form the basis of a new
range of safer and more effective
antidepressants.

Cannabis

Cannabis may have a positive effect on
neurogenesis. Studies with a synthetic
cannabinoid closely related to THC in rats found
an increase in hippocampal neurogenesis, with
associated antianxiety and antidepressant
behavior. When this process was blocked via Xirradiation, neurogenesis was blocked and the
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antianxiety behavior was no longer observed,
suggesting a link between the two.

Much cannabis has been bred for high THC
(responsible for the psychoactive effects) and
low cannabidiol (CBD) content, which compete
for the same receptors in the brain. CBD is more
common in indica strains and has been
implicated with neurogenesis and as a
neuroprotective agent. Research implies that it
may be neuroprotective against both heavy THC
and alcohol exposure. CBD is a molecule of
increasing medical interest; as well as being a
powerful antioxidant, it is an antipsychotic
compound that balances out the effects of THC.
Other cannabinoids have been found to have
neurotrophic properties. Cannabichromene has
been found to enhance survival rates of neural
stem progenitor cells as they differentiate into
different types of neuron.
High CBD containing strains may be preferable
with regards to brain health, and to get the most
out of cannabis, vaporizing and consuming it
orally are the most
healthy and efficient
methods.

Noopept

The
dipeptide
compound Noopept
(N-phenylacetyl-Lprolylglycine ethyl
ester) has been
found
to
have
nootropic
and
neuroprotective
properties in animal studies, and chronic
treatment has been found to cause an increase
in BDNF expression in rat hippocampus, with an
increase in expression of mRNA for BDNF and
nerve growth factor (NGF) following acute
administration. Agents such as noopept may
prove of value in the treatment of some forms of
brain damage and associated learning and
memory deficits. However, long term treatment
with noopept may lead to a downregulation of
TrkB receptors, which are associated with
neurotrophins, as well as neuronal survival and
differentiation in the brain. Thus, Noopept may
be best used in a cyclical fashion, allowing the
brain time to reach equilibrium between uses. Of
note is the fact that the compound may provide

little benefit to already healthy brains.

Melatonin

Melatonin is an endogenous neurohormone
produced by the pineal gland that has
neuroprotective and antioxidant properties and
may maintain and augment neurogenesis. It has
been found to increase cell proliferation and
survival in the hippocampus of aging mice. The
hormone has also been found to enhance the
survival of new neurons, encourage growth and
maturation of dendrites, and lead to greater
dendritic complexity and an increased volume of
the granular cell layer in the hippocampus of
adult mice. The modulating effect of melatonin
in neurogenesis could have important
implications regarding cognitive aging and
neuropsychiatric disease. THC in Cannabis has
been found to profoundly raise levels of
melatonin, potentially building on the benefits of
THC, CBD and other cannabinoids.

Although melatonin levels decline with age, there
are ways to increase
production of the
hormone via lifestyle
activities, such as
certain types of
meditation and yoga.
Additionally, one can
supplement
their
own
melatonin
production through
diet, with certain
foods such as fruits,
seeds, grains, and
vegetables presenting rich sources of dietary
melatonin and its precursory amino acid, 5
hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP). Dietary melatonin—
cherries, walnuts, and ginger are all rich
sources—appears to be far superior to taking it
in the form of a synthetic supplement.
The act of learning itself is associated with
neurogenesis and enhanced neuroplasticity. A
hunger for knowledge and openness to
experiencing new things are brain-nourishing
activities, so a life of learning and experiencing
new things is a recipe for a healthy brain.
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Neurogenesis is a cutting-edge frontier of research, and there is still much that remains unknown
about the implications of this process and the functional role it plays. We have the power to influence
this amazing process, however, and it may act to keep depression, anxiety and neurodegenerative
diseases at bay, while allowing us to maintain healthy brain function into old age.
One thing is certain: Growing yourself new brain cells isn’t going to cause you any harm.
Click here to see the author's presentation on Neurogenesis at Breaking Convention 2013
All references by request
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First Steps in

Cacti Cultivation

By Hostilis

I

Lophophora williamsii (grafted)

f you enjoy consuming psychoactive cacti, then I highly recommend growing your own. Cacti
cultivation is extremely rewarding and can teach you many lessons. I am writing this article to
help beginners start their own cacti gardens. For any person just getting into this hobby, I
recommend getting started with trichocereus plants. They are less demanding than any of the small
globular (spherically shaped) cacti, like peyote. Therefore, they are much easier to care for and you
will gain some valuable experience before you start venturing into the more complicated areas of
cacti cultivation. All of the information covered here is in reference to growing trichocereus.
Another piece of advice I have is to take it slow. The first year I started cultivating cacti, I immediately
started buying tons of adult plants and was soon overwhelmed by them. It is much easier to take it
slow and nail down your process before expanding your collection. Also, keep it simple! Don't
overcomplicate things. The worst mistake I've made is overcomplicating soil mixtures and nutrient
ratios/feeding schedules. Unless you really know what you're doing, keeping it simple is very
important, especially when you are just beginning.
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Deciding Where to Put Your Cacti

There are a few things you want to get straight before you buy your first plant. You need to figure
out where it will be located and what soil mixture you will use. Like I said before, keep it simple!
When growing inside, find a window that gets bright sunlight for the longest period of time, typically
south facing windows in the northern hemisphere and north facing ones in the southern hemisphere.
Placing your new cactus by a dim window will result in an etiolated, or skinny and stretched out,
plant. Find the brightest window in your house and use that one.

When growing outside, a good option is to place your cacti under a covered porch. In my experience,
the best growth is achieved when the plants get direct light during the first half or three-quarters of
the day and are shaded during the brightest evening light, but any bright spot will do the job during
the summer. If it rains at your location more than once
per week, find a spot where you can control the
watering cycles. Overwatering is the number one
reason cacti die in cultivation.

Trichocereus bridgesii monstrose crest

Maintaining the proper climate is important. If you
have extremely cold, wet winters, then you will have to
bring your plants inside for that season. Find out your
USDA zone, which you can do by entering your zip
code here. Zone 8b and up are optimal for outdoor
growth all year round, although it also depends on
annual rainfall. In zones 1-7, it is usually not an option
to leave your cacti outdoors during fall and winter.

Choosing a Soil Mixture

I cannot overemphasize that this is the most important component to keep simple. Soil mixtures
behave differently depending on the growing climate and type of pot(s) used. Plastic and glazed
ceramic pots will take longer to dry out than terra cotta, or unglazed clay, pots. It takes time to gain
enough experience to find the optimal mix for your local climate. There are a few key necessities
for a good cactus soil: drainage, water retention, and a good mineral additive. You want the mixture
to drain very fast, but still have good water retention. It is also important, in my experience, to include
at least 30% mineral content. A good first mixture you can use for trichocereus is 50% pumice, or
perlite if pumice is not available, and 50% potting soil or cactus mix. The mixture I use is four parts
soil, with bark chunks removed, two parts pumice, and one part washed sand.

Choosing a Watering/Fertilizing Schedule

Choosing your watering schedule isn't very complicated. I water my trichocereus once a week or
whenever the soil has dried out completely. The speed at which your soil dries out depends on your
local climate, the soil mix, and the type of pot used. The best way to find this out is through
experience. Just water your plants and wait to see how long it takes for them to dry out. Once you
find out how long it takes for your soil to dry out, you know your schedule.

Fertilizing can be a little bit more complicated, but only if you make it so. It is important to use a low
nitrogen fertilizer for cacti. The fertilizer should have an N-P-K (Nitrogen-Phosphorus-Potassium)
rating indicated somewhere on the packaging. Cactus fertilizers typically have a ratio similar to 27-7, low N and higher P-K. If using a cactus fertilizer with low nitrogen, I would recommend feeding
twice a month. Over time you will see what works best and find your own routine.
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Choosing a Plant

I can always tell what a person's motives are by looking at the plants in their collection. When I see
exclusively Trichocereus species and Lophophora williamsii, it’s very obvious—it’s all about the
alkaloids. When someone has a huge variety of genera in their collection, it becomes clear that they
appreciate the ornamental value. Personally, I started out with an exclusive interest in the alkaloids
these plants produce, which in time grew into a strong appreciation for the beauty of the Cactaceae
family. I imagine a lot of you first starting out in this hobby are like me. You are in love with the
psychoactive effects of mescaline-containing cacti and you want to start producing your own. I
respect this viewpoint and I'm here to help you pick out the right plant.
I've noticed that T. pachanoi is almost always the first trichocereus new collectors buy. This is a
wonderful plant, but BEWARE! There are a lot of T. pachanoi specimens in circulation that do not
contain mescaline in the concentrations that most psychonauts are looking for; this clone is called
PC pachanoi. PC stands for predominant cultivar and is the most common clone of pachanoi found
in cultivation, known for its impotency. It is the clone that you will usually find in the big box stores
like Home Depot, Lowes, Bunnings, etc. Although it is a very pretty plant, I recommend buying a
named T. pachanoi clone (such as Claude or Kimnach), a T. peruvianus, or a T. bridgesii. Trichocereus
peruvianus also has an imitation plant in circulation, called Trichocereus cuzcoensis, which is not
active. But don't worry; there are ways to tell them apart.

PC pachanoi is quite distinct. It has very bumpy ribs, short spines, indents above the areoles (spikes),
and the areoles face slightly upwards. Real pachanoi does not have these exaggerated indents
where the areoles are, but instead will usually have V-shaped notches above the areoles, which are
not found on PC pachanoi plants. Although these are good indications of a PC pachanoi, they’re
still not a dead giveaway. The only way to tell for sure is the flowers. The flowers on PC pachanoi
have white hairs on them, while the real pachanoi flowers have black hairs. Here are some pictures
to demonstrate the difference. The following trichocereus photos were donated by the DMT-Nexus
member, misplant. All of these plants were grown in the ground in the same climate. They are a
good representation of the differences between the species when grown in the same conditions.

Here is a big 50+ year old stand of PC pachanoi .
Notice the rough, saw-like appearance of the branches
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PC fruit. Notice the white hairs

A PC pachanoi flowering

With real T. pachanoi ‘Kimnach’ you can immediately
see the difference from the PC pachanoi. It has a
darker color, different rib shapes, much longer spines
(this can vary depending on the amount of light and
genetics), and the spines point downwards.

Notice the smoother shape, longer spines, V-shaped notches
and darker color of this specimen compared to PC pachanoi

T. pachanoi ‘Kimnach’ flowering.
Notice the black hairs on the flowers.
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T. cuzcoensis, the impotent species sometimes thought to be T. peruvianus, is easy to spot as well.
Unlike most T. peruvianus, the bases of the newest spines on T. cuzcoensis are very thick and are
usually a yellow/brown color. Older spines also present bleaching (spines turning white). These are
perhaps the two easiest indicators of a T. cuzcoensis.

New growth on T. cuzcoensis spines.
Notice the thick yellow/brownish spine bases.

Older growth on T. cuzcoensis.
Notice how the lower spines are a white color.
This is called spine bleaching and is a characteristic of
T. cuzcoensis.

T. peruvianus is easy to distinguish from once your eyes are trained. It is a lot thicker when mature
and regularly exhibits a blue color. This one has a frosty blue glaucous color to it.
A lot of them will display this color, but not all of them. There are many variations of T. peruvianus.

Branch coming out of an older stand.
Notice the distinct color and thickness of this plant
in comparison to the T. cuzcoensis.

Flowering T. peruvianus.

T. bridgesii f. monstrose (TBM), or the "Penis Plant," is another fascinating cactus. “Monstrose” is
the form of the plant; it is a mutation. It happens randomly from seed and, very rarely, an offset from
a normal plant will exhibit the monstrose mutation. The TBM plant doesn't flower and won’t produce
seed, so you have to buy a clone. This plant actually grows pretty fast in the correct conditions and
has a high concentration of alkaloids. You only need to eat two or three moderate-sized sections
for a nice experience. I definitely recommend getting one of these when you first start collecting.
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T. bridgesii f. monstrose

One thing to consider is whether to get a cutting or a rooted plant. A cutting is just what it sounds
like, a branch or piece of a plant that has not rooted yet. If you get a cutting, you will have to let it sit
in a spot with indirect light, either until it sends out roots, or calluses over completely, then plant it.
If it is already rooted when you plant it, wait two weeks before watering it. If it wasn't rooted, then
wait until you see new growth, or find roots, and then begin watering. With a live, rooted plant you
don't have to do anything except plant it, wait two weeks, and then water it.

It is always important to refrain from watering a cactus for one to two weeks after planting/repotting.
This will allow it to recover from any damage that the roots may have suffered during repotting. If
you were to water it right after repotting, and there happened to be damage to the roots, the water
could facilitate an infection and you'd end up with a rotting plant—which is never good in any case.

This information will help you get your collection started. As time goes by you will learn more and
more and, soon enough, you will develop your own process. Remember not to get discouraged as
problems arise or plants die. This is a part of the learning process and every grower goes through
it.
I hope this helps anyone looking to buy their first plants, and I wish you luck!
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I

By Morris Crowley

t may surprise you to learn that common citrus
trees like oranges and lemons are actually
Schedule I substances, in the same legal
category as heroin. I know it sounds absurd, but
it is absolutely true. Recent analysis published in
the Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry
(Servillo et al. 2013) found that several citrus
plants, including lemons and oranges, contain
N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and 5-hydroxyN,N-dimethyltryptamine (bufotenine). Both of
these compounds are powerful hallucinogens
and are designated as Schedule I substances
under the federal Controlled Substances Act in
the United States. Under that same law, “any
material” containing “any quantity” of a Schedule
I drug is itself legally equivalent to that drug.

Photo by Ellen Levy Finch, Creative Commons

The upshot of this is that domestic citrus producers are in fact operating a massive drug
manufacturing enterprise, legally speaking. And the scale of this manufacture is not trivial. Let's
estimate 150 orange trees per acre, and conservatively suppose that each tree contains one
kilogram of leaves. Then in the state of Florida alone, where approximately 550,000 acres are under
cultivation, the crop would contain somewhere in the neighborhood of 80 kilograms of bufotenine—
roughly 5 million doses—and 5 kilograms of DMT—roughly 150,000 doses. But that's not all! Since
the entire mass of any material containing these substances is legally equivalent to the pure
substance, the entire biomass of the groves would be treated as pure DMT or pure bufotenine if the
growers were charged with manufacturing a controlled substance.

But these compounds do not only occur in the leaves...they occur in the fruit as well. Though the
data have not been formally published, the same team of researchers reported that the juice from
oranges and lemons contains DMT in a concentration of approximately 0.03–0.05 mg/kg (Servillo
et al. 2012). This has huge implications: Every orange in your local grocery store is a Schedule I
substance. Every person who buys them is a potential criminal. Every company that imports either
the fruit or its juice is engaged in the international trafficking of a Schedule I substance.

You might wonder why I am characterizing an entire branch of agriculture as a massive drug
manufacturing operation. That characterization, however, is not mine. Under federal law, they are a
massive drug manufacturing operation. I am merely drawing attention to the issue.
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Regardless of how you feel about the war on drugs, this issue should cause you serious concern.
The Controlled Substances Act is written in a way that makes all manner of mundane materials
illegal. It’s not just oranges. Depending on where you live, there is a reasonable chance that the
grass in your lawn contains Schedule I substances. In fact, so many materials contain detectable
quantities of controlled substances that nearly everyone is breaking the law all the time.

Ironically, the best defense is to remain assiduously ignorant. The Controlled Substances Act defines
crimes of intent; the criminality of the act depends on whether one “knowingly or intentionally”
possesses the scheduled material. That means that as long as you are not aware that oranges (or
certain grasses, or many common pets) contain controlled substances, then you cannot be guilty
of the possession, manufacture, or distribution of those controlled substances. Once you make the
effort to become informed about the ubiquity of controlled substances in the world around you, it
becomes nearly impossible to avoid crossing the line into criminal behavior.
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ithin the DMT-Nexus community, Dr. Rick
Strassman needs no introduction. As one of
the most prominent mainstream scientific
researchers to focus his analytical lens on DMT, it’s
inevitable that his work has been discussed quite a
bit on the Nexus forum and in the larger psychedelic
community. In fact, a number of the membersubmitted questions presented in the following
interview are inspired by some of these discussions.
So, we’re quite excited that he has made himself
available to address some of these subjects.

Dr. Strassman’s book, DMT: The Spirit Molecule, is
one of the more notable scientific texts addressing
the psychedelic subject. As such, there is a great
deal of anticipation surrounding the upcoming
release of his latest book, DMT and the Soul of
Prophecy, this September. Copies can be pre-ordered
through Dr. Strassman’s website, via Amazon, or on
the Inner Traditions website. You can read more about Dr. Strassman’s published research, public
appearances, interviews, and an occasional blog at www.rickstrassman.com.

Interviewwith Rick Strassman
Thanks for inviting me to do this interview. I regularly refer people to your site when asked about a
high-level forum within which to learn more about DMT.
1) What was the driving force originally behind you dedicating so much energy to the research of DMT?

Beginning in my late teens, I developed an intense interest in explicating the biology of spiritual
experiences. Perhaps this was related to an earlier fascination with fireworks and bombs, chemical
activities I engaged in high school. I enjoyed seeing the sudden, rapid, exhilarating display of colors
coming seemingly out of nowhere and loved finding out what elements caused what colors in
combination with gunpowder. I took particular note of the feelings associated with perceiving
fireworks’ displays and probably developed a curiosity about that association.

Friends and teachers dissuaded me from pursuing my original career goal: a chemistry degree in
college with the ultimate goal of developing into a fireworks magnate. However, my interest in
extraordinary states of consciousness was unabated and I was intrigued by the simultaneous
appearance of both psychedelic drugs and Eastern meditation practices in our society in the late
1960s and early 1970s. Both technologies seem to elicit “internal fireworks,” whereby many of the
feelings and perceptual experiences that my old fireworks days could be more or less voluntarily
elicited. I began reading about the nascent fields of altered states of consciousness, especially
material on Buddhist meditation, and psychedelic drug states.
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One fateful day in July, 1972, watching the sunset in Palo Alto, I set my goal to study psychedelic
drugs using all of the extant tools best suited for this project: Buddhist psychology, psychoanalytic
theory, and psychopharmacology.

The fact that drugs and meditation could lead to similar states of consciousness suggested to me
that both sets of experiences ultimately were based on a common biological denominator, at least
to the extent that the two states did resemble each other. I was unaware of the presence of DMT
and 5-methoxy-DMT at the time, so I simply postulated the presence of some endogenous
psychedelic substance. Only later, as my melatonin research was winding down, did the presence
and effects of DMT and 5-methoxy-DMT suggest themselves as potential candidates.

2) Why do you suppose 5-MeO-DMT, bufotenine, or other active endogenous compounds have often been
ignored as potential “spirit molecules,” if they are also present in normal metabolism, very potent, and
could induce strong psychedelic experiences? Is it possible that, perhaps in combination with DMT, these
other tryptamines and beta-carbolines present in the brain play a role in certain states of consciousness
as well?

One of the reasons is that the published and legal research that took place with these substances
occurred within the biomedical model, in particular the psychiatric model. During the first wave of
human research in the 1950s and 1960s, there was very little interest in non-pathological altered
states. That is, the altered states of interest for psychiatric research were the psychoses, in particular
schizophrenia. Therefore, nearly the entire effort of the biomedical research field was directed
towards explicating a possible role in psychosis for psychedelics, either endogenous or exogenous.
For example, there was great interest in the role of LSD in precipitating psychoses, determining the
presence and effects of endogenous LSD-like compounds, and the development of blockading
agents for such endogenous compounds that might have efficacy as antipsychotics. After the
discovery of endogenous DMT, scientists likewise sought to determine if synthesis, metabolism,
and sensitivity to endogenous/exogenous DMT differed between psychotic and normal subjects.

During those years, the field of spirituality within psychiatry was mostly disparaged and it is only
recently that research into the biological bases of spiritual experience—as for example, in the field
of neurotheology—has seen some acceptance within medicine. In addition, the occasioning of
spiritual experience through the use of psychedelics has attained a foothold within mainstream
psychiatric research, again however, raising a certain amount of anxiety within the orthodoxy.

The presence of endogenous mind-altering compounds that you refer to above cries out for an
explanation. The presence of psychedelic substances in the human body suggests a role for them
in both normal and abnormal states of consciousness. In the case of DMT, for example, the brain
expends energy transporting it across the blood brain barrier, something it does only in cases of
substances necessary for normal brain function that it is unable to synthesize on its own. Other
such compounds include glucose and certain amino acids. Thus, one might postulate a role for
DMT in maintaining homeostasis of perceptual, emotional, cognitive, and other mental functions
that constitute subjective experience in all its ramifications—the waking state, dreams, psychosis,
near-death experience, and so on.
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At the same time, however, exploring the role of endogenous mind altering substances might be
seen by some as a slippery slope towards an epistemological can of worms. In other words, how
much of our perception of reality is constructed? This is even more the case now that we know that
the genes and enzymes necessary for DMT synthesis are active in the retina. This suggests that
not only is consciousness in general affected by endogenous psychedelics, but also our experience
of the visual world. I think there is a natural tendency not to rock the boat any more than necessary
by digging into these issues in a serious, rigorous, and fearless manner. We may not be especially
comfortable with what we find out.
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3) Recently, you were involved in research that detected the presence of endogenous compounds in the
pineal gland, which has been described by some as proof of DMT production in the pineal. Nevertheless,
some of our own Nexus experts disagree with that conclusion and think, due to methodology, it merely
shows presence, not production. They have laid their criticism/analysis here. What is your take on it?

The paper that came out of the University of Michigan’s lab, run by Jimo Borjigin whose samples
were analyzed by Steve Barker at LSU, demonstrating the presence of DMT in living rodent pineal,
is a necessary step in establishing pineal synthesis of the compound. It may be that the pineal
concentrates DMT rather than synthesizing it de novo and this question and others should be
examined in future research. Powerful evidence supporting in situ synthesis of DMT in the pineal is
the presence of high levels of pineal gene activity for the enzyme that catalyzes the formation of
DMT, especially compared to very low levels of activity in surrounding brain tissue.
4) Do you think scientific research on DMT could explain its role in the body, and perhaps further our
understanding of consciousness and its relation to the brain? What research do you think needs to be
done in order to make this clear?

There are many studies that could be done to explicate the role of DMT and other compounds in
normal and abnormal states of consciousness. A few that come to mind include the following: one
could develop a knockout or knock down animal in which the synthesis of DMT is completely or
partially inhibited through the turning off or turning down of the activity of the DMT-synthesizing
gene. Studying those animals would be of interest to determine behavioral effects of such an
intervention, and then DMT could be replaced in physiological levels to see if whatever differences
exist in the experimental animal are reversed.
One could develop specific anti-DMT antibodies or highly specific pharmacological antagonists and
administer these to normal humans and determine their effects; e.g., what happens to everyday
perceptual reality, dreams, and the ability to meditate. In addition, would such agents help treat the
symptoms of psychosis?

The role of endogenous DMT and other mind-altering substances in non-drug altered states of
consciousness could be investigated by determining how DMT-like the states of consciousness
are, and then determining whether or not differences exist in endogenous DMT activity in those
conditions. In a related manner, one could administer DMT and compare its subjective effects to
the subjective effects of those non-drug states; for example, the near-death experience, the alien
contact experience, and meditational states.

5) Regulation of central 5-HT2A receptors is linked to antidepressant action. Is there evidence that DMT
produces antidepressant effects through activation of these 5-HT2A receptors?

I’m not especially aware of the antidepressant effects of DMT, although I occasionally receive
reports from people about profound turnarounds in their dysfunctional or dysphoric mental states
as a result of using DMT or ayahuasca. Probably just as common, or perhaps even more, are reports
of psychosis precipitated by overuse of DMT. This psychosis-catalyzing may have something to do
with the fact that the second-generation antipsychotic drugs have potent 2A, and excessive 2A
activation by overuse of DMT may contribute to the precipitation of a condition in which these types
of therapeutic drugs are effective.

The pharmacology of antidepressants is not like that of the psychedelics, however. The
antidepressants in clinical practice block the reuptake of serotonin by the presynaptic neuron,
allowing the serotonin to exert a more sustained effect on the postsynaptic neuron. Serotonin affects
a whole slew of receptors, not only the 5-HT 2A site. DMT, on the other hand, primarily affects two
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subtypes of serotonin receptor, and it does this directly rather than indirectly as do the
antidepressants. Those two sites are the 1A and the 2A. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors are another
class of antidepressants used clinically and as you know, the beta-carbolines are MAO inhibitors.
These drugs also affect the postsynaptic neuron indirectly through the inhibition of serotonin
breakdown rather than directly impinging on the postsynaptic site.

At the same time, I have heard of more reports of antidepressant effects of ayahuasca than smoked
DMT. And this may relate more to the presence of the beta-carboline MAOIs in the brew than the
presence of DMT. There is a group in Brazil that is about to undertake or has begun a study
examining the antidepressant and anti-anxiety effects of ayahuasca. My understanding is that they
are honing in on the beta-carbolines rather than the DMT, but I say that without a full familiarity with
their project.
6) Certain recurring themes/archetypes seem to be especially prevalent in many people’s DMT-induced
experiences; including alien and carnival themes, along with ancient Hindu or Egyptian iconography,
architecture, deities, etc. Do you have any thoughts on why these particular themes seem so common?

I believe that the content of the DMT state—the imagery,
feelings, verbal communication, and so on—are the
means by which certain information is attempting to be
conveyed to the person in that state. Everyone has
particular perceptual and cognitive building blocks that
are both hardwired and softwired; that is, constitutional
and acquired, or biologically determined and the result of
experience. Without the contents of the DMT state it
would be impossible to convey any information. The
medieval Jewish philosophers, whose work I have been
studying, consider the contents to exist within what they
refer to as the “imaginative faculty.” Then the “rational
faculty” extracts whatever information it can from those
contents.

While one could invoke psychological explanations for
the appearance of aliens as representing something with
which the individual does not feel any identification with,
this is only the beginning of the interpretive process. In
other words, what information is that “alien” object or
force attempting to transmit? Perhaps it is also the case that Hindu or Egyptian iconography and
so on are simply those building blocks that people who take DMT may be more familiar and
comfortable with in symbolizing or garbing the informational content of the state.

Of course, this sidesteps the notion that under the influence of DMT people may travel in time or
space to distant and/or ancient Egyptian or Hindu worlds.
7) Have you modified your position at all in regards to DMT and dreaming or DMT and death?
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I continue to believe that to the extent that non-drug altered states resemble those occasioned by
the administration of DMT, similar underlying biological processes must be at work. Those similar
underlying biological processes in the non-drug state may either turn out to be elevated levels of
endogenous DMT or some other common denominator that is activated by DMT in the drug state
and activated by something else in the nondrug state; e.g., G protein related phenomena. So, to the
extent that dreaming; near-death states; the effects of prayer, fasting, and drumming occasion DMTThe Nexian - Issue #2
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like states, it is worth assessing DMT activity in such states. It similarly is worth comparing the
effects of administering DMT to the effects of those non-drug technologies within the same
individuals.
8) Do you think that altered states attained through breathing exercises may be related to DMT/other
tryptamine production in the lungs, since INMT enzymes have been found to be present there?

Yes, this is a most reasonable assumption. Again, such a study would not be particularly difficult.

9) Could you elaborate on your upcoming book, DMT and the Soul of Prophecy, which relates the DMT
experience to your study of the Hebrew Bible?
First, I should introduce what follows by noting that my definition
of prophecy differs from the general one in circulation. It also
differs from the academic and even religious definitions current.
I define prophecy as any spiritual experience recorded as taking
place in any figure in the Hebrew Bible. While most people think
of the canonical prophets as experiencing the typical prophetic
state—figures such as Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Jeremiah— many noncanonical figures also experienced visions, voices, interacted
with God and angels, but did not preach nor leave behind books
named after them. In addition, foretelling or forecasting is not
necessary for this definition of prophecy. Many people who
experienced prophetic states in the Hebrew Bible never foretold,
and many canonical prophets foretold but their prognostications
never came to pass. Thus, while foretelling may occur within a
prophetic state, it is not necessary for its definition. And, many
people predict without being prophets; for example,
meteorologists.

Two elements of my volunteers’ experiences collided with my pre-existing beliefs regarding the
types of states that they would enter into as a result of a high dose of DMT. One was the unassailable
conviction that the experience was as real or more real than everyday reality. This conviction was
counter to all of the other models I brought to my study: psychoanalytic, Zen Buddhist, and
psychopharmacologic. The other was the highly interactive and relational quality of the experiences.
Both my volunteers and I assumed that the highest state one might attain after a large dose of DMT
would be a unitive, formless, content free, a-conceptual state in which one’s ego merged entirely
with the ground of all existence. However, nearly the opposite was attained; that is, volunteers
maintained a sense of self (perhaps even stronger than usual), could interact willfully with the
objects and forces perceived within the state, and retained extraordinarily detailed and highly
specific memories of what took place.

I began to look for scientific explanations for these findings which suggested that DMT revealed,
rather than generated, the contents of the world that volunteers entered into. I invoked modern
notions of dark matter and parallel universes as potential locations for externally objective parallel
levels of reality that the volunteers were now able to perceive due to the chemically altered receiving
characteristics of their brain-mind complex. While this had the advantage of ultimately being
empirically testable, such tests seem to me to be performable only in the relatively distant future.
In addition, a “scientific” model didn’t necessarily address the meaning and the message contained
in the perception of these alternate levels of reality. In other words, I was again struck with the
mantra, “If so, so what?” How do we make sense of what we see, how do we understand it, and most
importantly, how does it help us?
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I decided to look into more overtly religious models that also have investigated altered states of
consciousness in which one enters into apparently freestanding parallel levels of reality. As I
mentioned, Buddhism posits the fundamental unreality of the visions one attains during meditation
on the way to a formless enlightenment experience, so I looked elsewhere. Latin American
shamanism posits the objective reality of the invisible realms that become manifest during highly
altered states. However, I find the ethical shortcomings of much of this tradition problematic as well
as their emphasis on individual spirits rather than the source of those spirits; in other words, what
one might refer to as God. Any model that is going to get any traction in the West has a greater
chance of success if it can integrate and utilize the predominant theological Western mindset.
Various loose ends came together in such a way that I turned to the Hebrew Bible and after a while,
its notion of “prophetic consciousness” began impressing itself upon me as a viable alternative to
shamanism and Buddhism. In the prophetic experience, one sees visions, hears voices, experiences
extreme emotions, flies through space, attains new insights, all within the context of interacting with

an external objective parallel level of reality which is at least as real, if not more so, than everyday
reality. It is highly interactive and the relationship between one experiencing prophecy and the
contents of the prophetic state is highly dynamic. Even more important, the prophetic message is
extraordinarily well-articulated, consistent, and addresses in a highly verbal manner essential human
concerns. These include the nature and activities of God, how to optimize our relationship with the
spiritual world, and how to optimize our relationship with ourselves, the natural world, and the larger
social sphere.

10) In a preview chapter of the book, you propose a “theoneurology” model, which speculates on how God
interacts with humanity. People can often mean different things when they say the word “God” these days,
especially in the psychedelic community. So can you expand on what you mean by “God” in this context?

The notion of God is a particularly tough nut to crack, let me tell you—especially that conveyed by
the Hebrew Bible. My toe-hold came through examining the nature of cause and effect as the
fundamental bedrock of Buddhism. I began to ask, “Where did cause and effect come from? Has it
always operated? Will it continue to operate forever?” And even more important to me became the
question of why cause and effect operates in the way it does rather than some way else. In other
words, why do certain things lead to certain results? We can explain how things lead to certain
effects, but not why.

For example, the Golden Rule reveals a great truth that at bottom doesn’t necessarily have to be the
case. That is, the general result of being kind to one’s neighbor may be, more often than not,
aggression from the neighbor. However, this is clearly not the case. This is a long way of getting to
one of my conclusions, which was that there seems to be a value system at work in cause-andeffect. Certain things are encouraged and certain things are discouraged because of their
consequences. I found I could answer both of these questions by positing the existence and activity
of God. That is, God created and sustains cause-and-effect, as well as specifying how cause-andeffect encourages certain thoughts and behaviors and discourages others. Since, to paraphrase
Spinoza, God works through nature, I began to see how both the natural world and the moral world
reflect the will, power, and wisdom of both the transcendent and immanent God.

Once I had constructed this conceptual foundation, it was easier for me to begin exploring the
Hebrew Bible’s descriptions of God’s characteristics and activities. However, it’s nearly impossible
to make sense of these ideas—or of much else in the Hebrew Bible—without good commentaries,
and this is where I found that the medieval Jewish commentators were invaluable.
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We all have visceral reactions to the idea of God, usually based on emotional reactions that occurred
in us when we were children, often because of how adults in authority treated us or explained things
to us in “the name of God.” We have been so traumatized by those experiences, or their seemingly
irrational bases, that we recoil from re-examining fundamental biblical ideas as mature adults.

11) What do you feel should be further explored by underground researchers that would most benefit the
psychedelic community at large?

I have a feeling that my definition of research may differ from those who describe their use of
psychedelics as occurring within a research model. I was trained in clinical research in an academic
setting and one defines research using certain criteria, including double-blind placebo-controlled
experiments, specific hypotheses based on previous research in animals and humans, quantifiable
data, rigorous statistical analyses of those data, and so on.

Perhaps what “underground researchers” are undertaking is more accurately described as “selfexperimentation” in the tradition of “who goes first?” In addition, a lot of what passes for
underground research is the pursuit of pleasure as well as self-understanding through chemically
enhanced introspection. I would not describe either of these as “research”.

Some intrepid self-experimenters indeed are breaking new ground when, for example, trying new
substances, combining substances with each other, taking substances in different sets and settings,
and so on. However, I think the value of such activities is limited to providing leads for bona fide
scientific projects that qualified investigators could then pursue in the regular manner of clinical
research. This is my pitch for more underground researchers to interact with the scientific
community, and even more to the point, for underground researchers to become above-ground
researchers—go back to school, get the requisite training, and then start breaking new ground in a
publishable manner.

12) What do you hope to see happen with DMT in the future, and what are your plans for future
investigation or experimentation?
I would like to see DMT discussed over the breakfast table, as well as Oprah talking about it on her
show. In other words, why do we all have in our bodies, produced by the lungs continuously, a
chemical substance that in higher than usual levels reliably transports us, in an instant, to an
incorporeal world of light inhabited by beings with whom we interact, beings who seem to expect
us, are overwhelmingly powerful and intelligent, and who wish to impart certain information to us?

I think it’s important for people to begin looking more carefully at 5-MeO-DMT. There is nothing
preventing a study of this compound in the same manner that I took to DMT—characterize its
biological and psychological effects over a wide range of doses in a group of experienced
psychedelic users. I think that this endogenous compound is of great interest because of its
relatively consistent occasioning of the more formless, contentless, ego dissolving states more
typical of Buddhist enlightenment and Christian mysticism. In addition, there is a fascinating notion
in the Hebrew Bible of God’s “glory,” which appears to me to share more features with the 5-MeO
state than the DMT one. With a better characterization of the 5-MeO-DMT experience, more cogent
comparisons could be made with this biblical notion. A whole slew of research and theological
questions could then be raised along the same lines as those raised by my current work on DMT
and the typical prophetic experience.

My days of hands-on DMT research are behind me. However, I continue advising students about
their research trajectories, and work to connect like-minded researchers in order for them to work
collaboratively on DMT-related projects. Having finished my book on prophetic states, I have
personal matters to attend to first, in particular regaining my health after a recent series of medical
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setbacks. That being said, and having immersed myself in the Hebrew Bible, medieval
commentators, and more modern explications of the text, I feel drawn to continue exploring biblical
themes. Once my book on prophetic states hits the market, I anticipate receiving many questions
regarding where to turn to a readable, contemporary, cogent translation and commentary of the
Hebrew Bible. I do not believe that one now exists. Perhaps this will be my last project, one that I
could see beginning work on within the next five years. In the meantime, there are particular biblical
notions that I find fascinating and would like to explore further; for example, God’s glory, the Golden
rule, the Messiah and the “world to come,” among others. I also have been taking notes on my life,
almost as assiduously as I took notes on my DMT volunteers’ experiences. I would like to publish
those, but perhaps fictionally enhanced and/or under a pseudonym one of these days!

13) What are your thoughts on the current renaissance in psychedelic research, and the fact that DMT is
seeping evermore into mainstream awareness? Where would you like to see it go and what kind of role
do you envision for these substances in the medical, social, spiritual, political, and cultural paradigms of
the 21st century?

Of course, I’m delighted with the renaissance
in human psychedelic research. To a large
extent, the current wave of studies is
replicating,
with
contemporary
methodological rigor, the previous iteration
of clinical work. It also is extending it in an
incremental way. That is, contemporary
research is working with understanding the
psychopharmacology of these agents,
applying their effects within the context of
psychotherapy of difficult-to-treat conditions
such as substance abuse, post-traumatic
stress disorder, the psychological correlates
of terminal illness, and mood disorders. In
addition, “clinical spirituality” research has
Emerging Shapes by Nils
also taken up where it left off. It’s also
interesting to note how benign the media coverage has been to date. I’m sure the incidence of
emergency room horror stories is no less than it was in the 1960s, due to reckless use of
psychedelics, but many in the media now grew up during those times and, at least for the time being,
are willing to give this renaissance the benefit of the doubt and keep those horror stories out of the
press.
I would like to see research move into some of the more promising but less populated areas of
research that began with the first wave of research. In particular, creativity studies. I also would like
to see clinical research taking place with ayahuasca and with 5-methoxy-DMT.

There are more far-out types of studies that could also be done. Examining the “beings” that so
many people encounter in the DMT state seems worthy of a rigorous effort; that is, what are their
features, what are they composed of, what is the nature of their relationship with us, what are they
attempting to convey, those kinds of questions. A parallel track of investigation could work on
determining their objective reality: perhaps through the development of devices that capture images
of what “exists” in the realms of dark matter in parallel universes. There are also other possible
ways to determine their objective reality and they should be explored and put to the experimental
test.
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I still think the key question is “If so, so what?” What is the psychedelic experience trying to tell us?
Within the realm of spirituality, I do not think that a cogent psychedelic spirituality has yet to be
developed. For the reasons I mention above, I do not believe that Eastern religions and Latin
American shamanism provide an adequate model for a Western psychedelic spirituality. We need
to extract information that the visions contain in order to become better individuals and to advance
in the great common enterprise that is humanity. I don’t think that the function of the psychedelic
experience is to necessarily advance our technology; for example, giving us the schematic diagrams
for interstellar travel engines. We would still be who we are which, to a large extent, is how we have
been for tens of thousands of years, teetering on the precipice of annihilating ourselves and
everything around us due to our inherent nature and capabilities. Thus, being smarter as science
helps us be hardly makes us any wiser. This is where I think the ethical, moral, and spiritual content
of the psychedelic experience may prove invaluable. I think that developing our “rational faculties”
through study is key to our being able to extract the most information we can from the “imaginative”
contents of the psychedelic state. Until we can more adequately plumb the depths of the content of
that state and learn to communicate it, we are wasting a valuable opportunity.
14) Who is your favorite artist?

Among contemporary visual artists, Alex Grey.
Among the great masters of the past, van Gogh.
15) What is your favorite thing to eat?
Green chile.

Talisman17 by Pup Tentacle
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Last year, Enoon, one of the DMT-Nexus moderators, proposed a project that became
the Open Hyperspace Traveler (OHT)—a course handbook for the safe and responsible
management of psychoactives.
Available for download here.

The OHT was inspired by the way activities such as scuba diving and skydiving are
taught, where the student is given a solid practical and theoretical foundation before
embarking on their first excursion. The idea was to create a resource that could
immediately provide safe and practical advice for people wanting to try psychedelics
without taking any undue risks, ideally assisting them in getting something positive
and productive out of their experiences. It was also hoped that this resource would
evolve and grow as our understanding of the subject does. Since its inception, the OHT
has grown from the seed of desire for more comprehensive harm reduction literature
and has blossomed into a holistic approach to the safer use of psychedelics.

The OHT is a groundbreaking achievement, with contributions from many writers and
plenty of great illustrations to keep it interesting. It is a primary goal of the DMT-Nexus
to put harm reduction at the forefront of the psychedelic experience and provide tools
that can help psychonauts gain the most from their travels in hyperspace. The OHT
represents a major step towards that goal, and we hope it is a catalyst for more
projects in this vein. It also aims to counter the maelstrom of misinformation present
in the media and today’s pop culture, spread by prohibitionists and spiritual charlatans.

We offer this work as a small token of gratitude for what the psychedelic experience
has brought to us, in the hopes that the information contained within it can assist
others in fully reaping the benefits of these compounds. Take a look, share it with
friends who are interested in entheogens, and let us know what you think.
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Criminals and Researchers
Perspectives on the Necessity of Underground Research
By David Nickles

S

hortly after presenting on behalf of the DMT-Nexus at the Psychedemia conference at the
University of Pennsylvania, in September 2012, I was interviewed by a Harvard Graduate
student for a paper he was writing. The purpose of the interview was to discuss “the decisionmaking process related to pursuing psychedelic research.” By and large, it was a positive discussion
that I hope was as enjoyable for him as it was for me.
The interviewer asked me a question that I couldn’t get out of my head, even after our conversation
ended. He asked why I felt there was a need for underground psychedelic research. I found myself
somewhat caught off guard by this question, as the need for psychedelic research has always
seemed self-evident to me. Psychedelics challenge so much of what we are commonly told about
the nature of the world around us, how could we not research them? At first glance, the profound
questions surrounding psychedelics, combined with the fact that these substances are currently
criminalized, generates a de facto need for underground research. That is to say, if we need to
research psychedelic compounds, and these compounds have been criminalized, then becoming a
criminal in order to research them seems to be a viable, or perhaps even necessary, route.

I don’t deny that there is sanctioned psychedelic research being carried out, nor do I deny the
groundbreaking results such research is generating. However, the fact of the matter is that there is
not “enough” psychedelic research being done, nor do I believe it is possible to ever pursue “enough”
psychedelic research within the confines of sanctioned institutions set within a prohibitionist
paradigm. Underground psychedelic research has pushed the envelope, going beyond the limits of
sanctioned science in significant ways; examples range from extraction methodologies to
phytochemical and ethnobotanical research, and beyond. These underground contributions to
psychedelic science are indivisible from the broader context of psychedelic research, but are
paradoxically dismissed by some (but certainly not all) sanctioned psychedelic researchers.

This was the essence of my answer in this interview. When the interviewer pushed back and said
that psychedelic research was becoming more and more accepted, I reiterated that there is a myriad
of underground research that surpasses the findings of currently sanctioned research and that
underground researchers can explore territory bureaucratic review boards would likely never
approve. And that’s where I left it. I was happy with my response at the time. Although I had a
nagging feeling that I was forgetting something, I couldn’t put my finger on exactly what it was. It
wasn’t until I stepped into the shower later that day that what I had neglected to say slammed into
my mind like a runaway freight train. I stood there, shocked at my omission. How had I missed it?
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Alchemical by cyb

Why do we need underground psychedelic research? Because 1) not everyone has access to the
privilege required to become a sanctioned psychedelic researcher and, 2) sanctioned institutions
have pre-existing agendas that limit the scope of psychedelic research. Yes, the fact that
psychedelics are illegal lends itself to underground research. However, the reason why underground
psychedelic research is a necessity is because the institutions required to legitimize psychedelic
research are exclusive loci—points at which institutional politics and financial security intersect,
providing the means for a select few to engage in psychedelic research without legal penalties
looming over their heads. This is not to denounce the efforts of sanctioned psychedelic researchers,
but to examine the assumptions behind the question, “Why is there a need for underground
psychedelic research?”

Questioning the need for underground research assumes that: 1) sanctioned psychedelic research
can examine all of the interesting or relevant questions, 2) becoming a sanctioned researcher is
possible for anyone who is passionate about researching psychedelics, and 3) that institutions and
researchers sanctioned to engage in psychedelic research should have a monopoly on such
research. A cursory glance at the credentials of some of the leading names in the field of
Psychedelic Research presents a laundry list of post-secondary degrees from a who’s who of the
top academic institutions in the United States. Simply put, even if every person interested in
Psychedelic Research had the desire to acquire legitimacy by attending these institutions, such a
goal would be largely unattainable.
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In the US, post-secondary education is only accessible to those wealthy enough to bear its financial
burden, or those brave enough to gamble on repaying mindboggling amounts of student loan debt.
This is the result of a number of socioeconomic factors: 1) the ever-increasing financial costs of
post-secondary education in the US, 2) rapidly growing economic inequality that rivals so-called
“Third World” countries, 3) a job market where real wages and benefits have stagnated and declined
since the mid-1960s, and 4) the transition from an unsustainable production-based economy to an
unsustainable financial-product-based, so-called “service” economy. To pretend that post-secondary
academic institutions are accessible to all is to ignore the stark realities of the society in which we
live.
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The Limited Scope of Institutionalized Research

Sanctioned research institutions have their own agendas and motivations. Alongside an increasing
shift towards profit motives within academia, there are also widely accepted trends among various
fields of research. The presence of such trends in academia is nothing new; warring schools of
thought are arguably as old as academia itself. However, these trends affect what can and cannot
be brought into the ivory tower. When discussing a field of study as radically at odds with dominant
culture as Psychedelic Research, the presence of these trends must not be overlooked. It is also
worth noting that academia increasingly represents the privatization of knowledge. Underground
researchers may have their own groupthink, but it is at least a different groupthink from sanctioned
perspectives, and many groups of underground researchers present explicit disdain for the
privatization of knowledge and seek to work against it.

Additionally, there is, at least at present, a limit to what the institutions responsible for sanctioned
psychedelic research will allow for when it comes to the scope of psychedelic research. Much of
the current research deals with the utilization of psychedelics as “medicines,” or substances that
can help people regain some sort of “functionality” that they have lost. This approach is visible in a
myriad of studies, including but not limited to: MDMA for the treatment of PTSD, psilocybin for the
treatment of depression in terminally-ill patients, psilocybin for the treatment of cluster headaches,
ayahuasca or iboga for the treatment of addiction, and many others. This research is meritorious,
but focusing solely on “psychedelics as medicines” risks falling into puritanical notions of what
qualifies as a “medicine” and what qualifies as a “drug.”
Psychedelics are far too important to be coopted by the false dichotomy of medicine vs. drug, where
mind-altering substances used for purposes other than treating pathologies are viewed as
illegitimate. Or, as we’ve seen with cannabis, where scientists attempt to remove the psychoactive
components of these substances while preserving only their “medicinal” effects. I would posit that
in many cases, psychoactive effects are medicinal effects, or at least that psychoactive components
are inextricably bound to the medicinal benefits observed by researchers.

This notion of using substances for the preservation of
a fixed, “functional” whole seems somewhat isolated
to psychoactive substances. You can currently walk
into a health and supplements store and purchase,
over the counter, large quantities of compounds
designed to enhance your bodily performance.
However, the government has declared a litany of
substances that can enhance physical and mental
functions—but are also psychoactive—illegal, under the
false premise that these compounds are hazardous to
the health of people who ingest them. To quote
Terence McKenna’s alleged quoting of Timothy Leary,
“LSD is a psychedelic drug which occasionally causes
psychotic behavior in people who have not taken it.”

The Merits of Underground Research

Skepticism towards underground researchers from
both sanctioned researchers and the general public is
not uncommon. Some of the attitudes expressed
towards underground researchers include claims
about what “real research” is, what contexts “real
Raw C. paspali alkaloids in fermentation broth
research” can take place in, and the claim that
underground researchers are “just looking to get high.” While I don’t deny that ecstatic states can
be meritorious in their own right, without imposing any research criteria on the broader experience
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or the underlying mechanisms, claims of hedonism masquerading as research do not hold up when
the body of underground research is examined. Additionally, claims about what qualifies as “real
research” tend to vary, depending on who offers the critique and their area of expertise. Perhaps, to
some extent, research is in the eye of the beholder.

The obvious question is who has the authority to make claims about what qualifies as “real
research,” especially within an academic paradigm that generally eschews truly interdisciplinary
research. Is there not a plurality of research methods? Even if their subjects and methodologies
vary drastically, are not physicists and anthropologists both engaging in research? To take this
inquiry one step further, why should the academy have a monopoly on research? Is it only possible
to engage in meaningful research within an academic context? Sanctioned academic institutions
have existed for a mere fraction of human history. Additionally, the work of people like Nikola Tesla,
Marie Curie, Garrett Morgan, and numerous others demonstrates plenty of “real research” conducted
by people without formal training and/or outside of sanctioned contexts.
On the flip side, academic credentials do not necessarily make for legitimate research, as evidenced
by the abysmal work of Dr. George Ricaurte—the Johns Hopkins researcher who claimed that MDMA
damaged dopamine neurons and could cause Parkinson's disease, but was found to have utilized
methamphetamine, rather than MDMA, in his studies—and the admitted bias of governmental
research institutions such as NIDA, which states, "As the National Institute on Drug Abuse, our focus
is primarily on the negative consequences of marijuana use…We generally do not fund research
focused on the potential beneficial medical effects of marijuana.” The fact that research is carried
out by a credentialed individual, in an academic or otherwise sanctioned environment, does not
guarantee meritorious research.

Two large questions remain, “What has underground psychedelic research done,” and “What can
underground psychedelic research do?” To the first question, there is a body of evidence from which
I will draw several notable examples. To the second question, I will present some thoughts and
proposals, but I would like to emphasize that this is an open horizon that can and should be
determined by those involved in underground research.

To examine what underground research has done, I will focus exclusively on the research efforts of
the DMT-Nexus, although we are by no means alone in our underground endeavors. Other online
communities such as Bluelight, The Corroboree, The Shroomery, Mycotopia, ICMag, The Hive
(defunct), and others have presented valuable contributions to our understandings of a whole range
of entheogenic compounds. It is precisely because there are so many underground research
endeavors that I would caution those dismissive of such efforts to take some time and seriously
dig into the vast bodies of work before espousing preconceived notions of what we are, or are not,
doing.

Research at the Nexus generally falls into the categories of chemical/phytochemical analysis,
extraction methodologies, plant propagation methodologies, and measuring/classifying subjective
experiences. Tables 1-3 below present some of the more notable underground research that has
taken place at the DMT-Nexus. Most of the analytical work mentioned was presented in a talk that
I gave at MAPS Psychedelic Science 2013 titled, “In Search of Entheogenic Molecules:
Phytochemical Analysis from the DMT-Nexus.” We have engaged in novel phytochemical analysis
of numerous plants used in ayahuasca, as well as other entheogenic preparations, utilizing a range
of scientifically accepted methodologies including thin-layer chromatography, gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry, and high performance liquid chromatography. The results
and methods of this research are available to anyone who wishes to replicate these experiments
and engage in critique/peer-review.
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1) An Ethnobotanical Perspective on Ayahuasca

2) Possible Implication of Myristicin as a Psychotropic Substance

3) Rätsch, C (2004). The Encyclopedia of Psychoactive Plants: Ethnopharmacology and Its Applications.Park Street
Press, U.S

4) Additionally, we have documented a range of alkaloid profiles in various species of acacia trees, phalaris grasses,
and banisteriopsis vines, engaging simultaneously in phytochemical inquiry and valuable harm reduction efforts, as
prohibition has essentially pushed underground extractors to use more varied tryptamine-containing plant sources.
The spectra and methods for these analyses have been made publicly available, should anyone wish to engage in peerreview.

5) Research into so-called “jungle spice,” was documented by Entropymancer in his paper, “’Jungle Spice’ - Mystery
Alkaloids of Mimosa Root Bark.” This paper exhaustively explored the physical properties of “jungle spice” as well as
the potential compounds responsible for its effects, and methods by which extractors could wind up with such a product.
Within a couple years of this publication, burnt—a professional chemist with considerable interest in underground
research—carried out GC-MS analysis of “jungle spice” samples and determined that, even after numerous washings
with hexane, “jungle spice” was essentially ~95% DMT and ~5% 2-methy-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-beta-carboline.
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In the realm of extraction research, there are three main areas that stand out as significant. First is
the development of extraction methodologies that significantly outperform those presented in the
published scientific literature. Second, the development of “dry tek” methodologies present novel
routes for the isolation of psychedelic compounds. Finally, we have carried out numerous side-byside extractions and created extraction questionnaires in order to determine the significance of
different variables in different extraction processes.

1) Application of analytical methods for the structural characterization and purity assessment of N,Ndimethyltryptamine” (Gaujac, et. al., 2013)

The Nexus has also attempted to create frameworks and methodologies to analyze the subjective
nature of psychedelic experiences. We have proposed and carried out blind and double blind
protocols for comparing the subjective experiences of smoking various colors/consistencies of
DMT, with varying degrees of success. Additionally, the Nexus has created guides to known
interactions between various substances. We have also created the Substance Indexation Project,
an attempt to document and quantify the subjective effects of psychedelics. These ongoing efforts
evidence some of the long-term baseline research taking place at the DMT-Nexus.
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What the Future Might Hold

Of course, to examine the current and future potential of underground psychedelic research, we
must ask, “What can underground psychedelic research do?” I would like to propose three broad
areas for consideration: 1) assisting sanctioned psychedelic researchers by presenting novel ideas,
phenomena, or areas of exploration for sanctioned researchers to engage with; 2) continuing to
engage with pragmatic questions related to the extraction, ingestion, and propagation of
entheogenic plants/compounds as well as discussions about the ontological and existential
implications of these experiences, and; 3) facilitating a paradigm of openly collaborative research
between interested parties of all stripes, transcending the academy.

Underground research has, and will continue to provide anecdotal evidence and research questions
that can be framed in appropriately academic manners and put to the test by sanctioned researchers
wishing to do so. Honestly, this should not be something that underground researchers must go
out of their way to ensure. If we continue to engage in our efforts and remain open to dialogue with
sanctioned researchers, this should be a logical byproduct of our work in the current paradigm.
Similarly, underground research will continue to function in a pragmatic manner, as the vast majority
of underground research has been carried out in order to answer questions of direct relevance to
the extraction, use, and harm reduction of these plants and compounds. Ontological and existential
discussions are the natural byproduct of these experiences, so the assumption that these will
continue to be important components of these inquiries is hardly unreasonable.

The main facet of what underground research can do, what underground research should do, what
underground research must do, is to open the realm of research to all interested parties. You don’t
need a formal education or letters after your name to engage in research. Yes, certain types of
research are next to impossible to carry out without extensive training, but there is a plethora of
valuable research that can be carried out with minimal training. What’s more, vitally important
research tasks can be coordinated by people outside of normal institutions of research. Personally,
I have no clue how to run NMR, GC/MS, or HPLC machines. But, I can work with people who have
that training. I can work with others to coordinate engagement between people asking important
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phytochemical questions, people who have access to vouchered botanical material, and people with
the skills to use analytical machinery in order to find answers to these important questions. In doing
so, the DMT-Nexus has carried out collaborative research that is literally at the cutting edge of
human knowledge. Additionally, you don’t need a PhD to do side-by-side extractions, run TLC plates,
submit botanical samples to a lab, identify/ask pertinent questions surrounding these substances,
or to engage in a whole host of other research endeavors.

Alchemical Revival by Sander Bos

Psychedelic research should embody the psychedelic experience; open, inquisitive minds and a
participatory spirit should be the bare minimum to engage in psychedelic research. There are areas
of psychedelic research that require more than this, but the mere existence of those areas does not
justify walling off psychedelic research as a whole and proclaiming sanctioned research as the only
valid form of research. The large body of underground research demonstrates that such a
declaration is simply untrue.

No doubt such opinions will make some academicians uncomfortable, but I would ask them to
consider the source of their discomfort. Is it because the information we have to add to the body of
psychedelic research is invalid? Is it because the people with the degrees, analytical machinery, and
grant funding have not chosen to stick certain plants into some machines? Or, is it discomforting,
perhaps, because it presents a challenge to the authority of the academy? Why should we not be
able to engage in an open discussion about the research efforts and findings on both sides of this
conceptualized line of “legitimacy?” Why should underground research be considered little more
than fodder for sanctioned researchers to legitimize as they see fit? There should be a two-way
street when it comes to the exchange between underground and sanctioned researchers. There is
plenty of underground research that does not need sanctioned vetting or approval. Extraction
methodologies are a perfect example; the results speak for themselves.
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Given that there are areas of research where sanctioned researchers have a clear advantage and
other areas where underground researchers are better positioned, a discreet partnership between
sanctioned and underground researchers seems to make the most sense. While the current legal
climate unquestionably makes this a risky proposition at the moment, the level of direct interaction
between both sides could be minimal and inconspicuous. The underground is active, regardless of
the desires of sanctioned researchers. The underground will continue to engage in research and
will continue to present results and information to the public. Most virtual underground loci can be
found and contacted very easily and in discreet manners. Why not start opening up a quiet dialogue,
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where sensible, between researchers of all stripes? Communication within the broader community
of people engaged in psychedelic research could be the most advantageous approach for everyone
involved.

Expanding the Scope of Psychedelic Research

The point of all of this is to say that psychedelics go far beyond the treatment of illnesses or the
scope of the academy. Exploring psychedelics as medicines presents fascinating and truly
beneficial research, but this is hardly the full story. Psychedelics present the ability for personal
enrichment, ranging from neurogenesis to prolonged feelings of well-being and openness to direct
participation in the divine mystery of being. Psychedelics also challenge many of the ontological
models and assumptions we hold about the very nature of reality and existence. Limiting our
research of psychedelics to the acute medicinal benefits in a disease-prevention/treatment model
seems to neglect significant facets of psychedelic experiences. The medicinal approach is perhaps
the easiest pill for FDA and IRB panels to swallow, but this is
precisely why we need underground psychedelic research…At
least as long as these substances are criminalized, and quite
probably even after legalization.

Psychedelic research, both sanctioned and underground, is
experiencing a major resurgence, and seems to be here to stay.
An increasing body of scientific and anecdotal evidence
documents the incredible potential of psychedelic compounds. It
is my sincerest hope that we will see many of the prohibitionist
barriers to psychedelic research crumble, allowing for both
greater numbers of sanctioned researchers and a safer
environment for non-sanctioned researchers to continue this
important work. But, for the time being…

Graced Remix by Mr.Peabody

I am a criminal. I am a researcher. Won’t you join me?
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Changa

You've heard the word but perhaps don't know what all the hubbub is about. Since I'm such a lover
of changa and have been getting quite a few messages about it, I want to share all I know and love
about this beautiful blend.

So What Is Changa?

Changa is not as much a singular thing as it is a mechanism for the administration of DMT. Changa
is made up of two components infused into organic matter. The two active ingredients are freebase
N,N-dimethyltryptamine and freebase harmala alkaloids (including harmine, harmaline, and
tetrahydroharmine). These two components are
infused into various smoking blends. Both the
DMT and the harmalas must be in freebase form,
as the changa will be smoked. Harmala alkaloids
can be extracted and isolated from different
plants, such as Syrian rue or Banisteriopsis caapi
vine or leaves, and added to the blend.
Alternatively, harmala-containing plant material
can comprise a portion of the smoking blend
itself.

Why Changa?

Changa is more or less the same experience as pure DMT freebase, but with a few pleasant
differences: longer administration time, a slower onset, longer duration of effects, and many feel
that it provides more depth and the ability to better navigate within the experience.

When vaporizing DMT, the administration time window is very short, and exceeding this time window
is a common cause of misfires, or sub-breakthrough experiences. People go through incredible
lengths and spend countless dollars on methods and devices to administer their precisely weighed
doses of beautiful white and orange crystals in a timely manner. In my opinion, this can start the
whole journey off on an anxious note. You can end up feeling a time crunch while trying to juggle
the logistics of a torch lighter, the flame distance, inhalation timing, etc.—all while knowing you need
to get it just right! It’s no wonder some people have a hard time relaxing once they put the pipe
down—they feel like they just raced through a timed challenge on a game show!

Now imagine there was no time window, no perfect temperature to reach but not exceed, no pricey
specialized vaporizers to buy and then practice with. My lord! Sometimes I wonder why anyone even
uses pure DMT freebase. When it comes to changa, if you can pack a bowl and use a normal lighter
or match, you can achieve breakthrough every time. With changa, you can layer your experience
gradually, ramping up to a breakthrough or, even better, stay in a selected state of intensity for
extended periods of time by periodically taking more hits.
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Onset

For many people, myself included, the rapid onset of vaporizing pure DMT feels like being fired out
of a cannon into a vastly different world, which can be nerve-racking and/or become taxing after
working with the molecule over time. The harmalas slow down this onset to a more gradual and
comfortable immersion into hyperspace. The harmalas in the changa increase the duration of the
effects as well; everybody is different, but generally speaking, changa lengthens the duration of the
effects by around a factor of two. Perhaps it’s the longer duration, but many people report a more
comprehensive and personal experience. It’s not the same as an oral DMT experience, but there are
certainly subtle nuances that will feel similar.

It should be noted that, although many people do not realize it, harmala alkaloids induce psychedelic
effects of their own when taken in sufficient quantities. At high oral doses, this can result in out of
body experiences, in addition to a number of other effects. So, depending on the amount of harmalas
used in changa, there can be an extra dimensionality to the experience that is lacking in standard
freebase DMT experiences.

Before we get into making changa blends, I first want to talk about personalizing your changa to
your own specific needs and wants. This is another characteristic of changa that is incredibly unique
and, again, places changa above freebase DMT, in my opinion. You have the ability to fully customize
your blend to fit your exact preferences. You can create a harmala-heavy blend, a one hit
breakthrough blend, or anything in between, with various aromas and flavors infused. I will discuss
this latter characteristic in great detail later. It’s a method I have been working on for a few months
and it feels pretty much perfected. That is, infusing any plant aroma and flavor, with no chance of
creating a harsh smoke…But more on that later.

Standard Blend

[Editor’s Note: The blends discussed by Olympus Mon tend to be fairly high in their harmala alkaloid
content. The editors of The Nexian would like to state that these ratios are not necessarily the most
beneficial or enjoyable for all. Many people may find that they prefer moderately or significantly lower
amounts of harmalas in their changa blends, as higher quantities of harmalas can facilitate experiences
that are significantly different from pure DMT experiences. We would suggest experimenting with different
ratios of harmalas to figure out what works best for you. Perhaps consider starting out with ratios of 1:2
or 1:3 of harmalas:DMT and adjust as necessary.]

If you don’t wish to get fancy and simply want to make changa, the baseline ratio that is generally
accepted is 1 to 1. That is, 1 part pure harmalas
or concentrated 10x harmala-infused leaf, and 1
part DMT. That may sound confusing so I will
break down what this means. For my blends,
when talking about changa, the first number is
the ratio of freebase harmalas to DMT in relation
to a single unit of organic matter or leaf. So a 1
to 1 changa blend will contain 1g harmalas and
1g DMT, all infused into 1g of leaf. The infused
leaf should weigh 3g once infused and dried.

10x Concentrated Leaf

Many people find it more cost effective to enrich
their organic plant matter with the harmalas in B. caapi leaves, rather than extracting and using pure
harmala freebase or purchasing isolated alkaloids from vendors.
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The effects are essentially the same. You need a minimum of 10g B. caapi leaves to concentrate
and infuse 1g of DMT into. Just buy an ounce of leaves, as they are cheap and you can use them
for lots of things. Place 10g of leaf in a pot and add water as if you were making tea. Bring the water
to a slow boil or simmer for a couple of hours, adding water to keep the water level constant.

Remove the plant material however you wish. I like to use a fine mesh sack used to strain jams, but
a cotton T-shirt is just as good. Wring out your leaves and put the liquid back into the pot to reduce.
From here you can go one of two ways. You can add a fresh gram of leaf to the reducing liquid,
while slowly simmering off the water, and then leave it out to fully air dry, or you can reduce the
liquid alone, evaporating the remainder and scraping up the powdery residue. You will add this crude
harmala powder to 1g of B. caapi leaf to make a 10x 1 to 1 changa blend. That’s 1g of 10x
concentrated B. caapi leaf to 1g DMT.

Play with the numbers in the ratio to see if you understand this explanation before proceeding to
the infusion discussion. What would the ratios be if you wanted twice as many harmalas in the same
batch of changa we have been discussing, using B. caapi leaf? It would still be a 1 to 1 standard
blend, but instead of 10x concentrated B. caapi, it would be 20x concentrated B. caapi, written as a
20x 1 to 1 changa. Or, if using purified harmalas, it would be a 2 to 1 changa.

Infusing the Blend

Infusing DMT into your smoking blend is pretty easy and there are multiple ways to go about it. I’ll
describe the easiest method, using the most commonly found solvent, which is 99% isopropyl
alcohol or IPA.

Pour approximately 40ml IPA into a small glass and
place that glass into a pot of hot water, being careful
not to let any water enter the glass. You want to heat
up the alcohol using this double boiler method, so
as to avoid the hazards of heating the IPA in close
proximity to an open flame or heating element. It
does not need to be piping hot or boiling, just
somewhere between quite warm and hot. Once
heated, remove the glass from the pot and add your
DMT and harmalas to the IPA. You can stir or swirl
the solution until all of the alkaloids are dissolved.
If using concentrated dried leaf that already contains the harmalas, only add the DMT to the IPA.
Now place your plant material in a bowl or small dish, preferably with a level bottom, then pour the
IPA into the bowl, over the plant matter, and mix well. Put it in a safe area, out of direct sunlight, and
use a fan to evaporate the solvent until the blend is completely dry. When you think it’s fully dry, dry
it some more. If you’re in a very humid region, you may need to take other steps to fully evaporate
the solvent. There are tips at the end of this tutorial regarding drying your blends in high humidity.
Congratulations, you now have changa!

If you don’t wish to customize your changa to personal perfection, this is your stop. 1 to 1 blends
are nothing short of amazing, and although getting super detailed as discussed in the coming
paragraphs is not necessary, I highly recommend it.
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If you wish to leave harmalas out of the equation, you can always just infuse DMT straight into any
herbs of your choosing. Even without the harmalas necessary to make real changa, this “DMT
enhanced-leaf” has many benefits over pure freebase. It is easier to handle and measure, more
discreet in appearance, and easier to smoke or vaporize—not to mention it can taste and smell great!
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So, why am I playing with numbers here? Well, it’s because if you really wish to create your custom
dream blend, then you need to know what you like. My personal favorite go-to changa blend for deep
self-work, and when working with experienced explorers, is 17.5x 1 to 0.8 or, when using pure
harmalas, 1.75 to 0.8. That means 1.75g harmalas and 0.8g DMT to 1g organic material. I dialed in
these numbers for a specific bong. This is important if you want very consistent effects. This blend
in my changa bong is a comfortable one-hit breakthrough every time (Note: You will need much less
DMT when doing a one-hit breakthrough, as opposed to taking it all in three separate hits). In a
different smoking device, these figures could change drastically. In a bigger bong it would be far
too strong. In a pipe, multiple hits would be needed. Find a smoking device for changa only and
perfect your blend for that tool. I like a one-hit breakthrough because I dislike fumbling around with
lighters and setting bongs down as I come up. I also dislike the mental back and forth of wondering
if I should take another hit and, if so, how big. I like to hit it once and forget it. No guess work, no
stress of, “Oh My God! Was that second rip too much,” or “Did I not hit it enough times,” and so on.-

Remember, if your goal is deep exploration, starting the experience off while relaxed and in a quiet
state of mind is essential for the best results. You would be surprised how comfortable DMT can
be when you remove all the little annoyances and doubts that get your heart rate up and your mind
racing. Most people never even know this is happening, but it is and it affects the experience. This
is also why taking a low dose first and getting comfortable in meditation can help so much.

Finding your perfect blend takes a bit of time and trial and error, but it’s well worth it if you’re serious
about a changa practice or deep self-exploration. It’s a fun process too!
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Organic Plant Matter as a Foundation

B. caapi leaf is a great standard leaf. There are many, many good plants you can use for your changa
blends; the only requirements are that you use plants that are safe to smoke and will present smooth
hits. B. caapi leaf is very smooth, as are mullein, lemon balm, blue lotus, and others. If you’re not
sure, take a pinch of whatever herb you wish to use and put it in a clean, dry pipe to take a decent
hit. Inhale. Exhale. It’s either smooth or it’s not. If it is, you have a new plant to add to your palate. If
not, set it aside for my “always smooth” infusion technique, which I will describe later.

A perfect changa blend, in my opinion, should be pleasing to all of the senses. It should smell and
taste like an aromatic bouquet of amazingness. Our sense of smell can have a profound effect on
our consciousness. It should also look interesting. I like to have different herbs and textures, as well
as colors, in my blends. B. caapi leaf is amazing, but it looks just like a jar of dark brown cigar
tobacco. It’s lovely stuff, but a bit dull on the senses. This is why I love using mullein, blue lotus,
lemon balm, muna, and B. caapi as my herbal foundation. This blend is very visually appealing. Now,
on to the fun stuff.

Always Smooth Aroma and Flavor Infusions

This is how I get my changa to blow people’s minds even before they smoke it. When you open my
jars, you are met with strong distinct fragrances. Now, anyone can do this by using good-smelling
herbs as their plant foundation, but nine times out of ten, the really good smelling stuff hits harsh.
Just take a toke of Lavender and see if you can even hold it in for two seconds. Yet, lavender is one
of the most relaxing, soothing flavors and scents I work with. So how do we get the good but not
the bad? We infuse.

Find safe-to-consume herbs that you think smell good and place them in a small jar. I use baby food
jars since they are the perfect size. Fill the jars 1/4 full with herbs and then fill them the rest of the
way with 99% IPA. Put the jar(s) in a dark drawer and shake them every so often—once a day is
more than enough. I like to soak my IPA infusions for a month or more, but I have had incredible
results after only four days. These IPA infusions will be what you dissolve everything together with,
instead of pure IPA.

Feel free to become a mixologist. Use two or three different aromas that complement each other. I
like to use the following infused IPAs together: lemon balm, lavender, and spearmint. Another
favorite is clove, lavender, and muna. These aromas work with each other, not against. I haven’t yet
found a harsh-hitting infused-IPA changa blend, but that’s not to say that it can’t be done. If your
infusions are too saturated and you use a lot of IPA, it will make the smoke harsh. Play with infusion
times and amounts. I am currently working on a Palo Santo changa and I’m pretty excited about it!

Curing your Changa

This is often overlooked, but as any good cannabis cultivator will tell you, a good cure is the
difference between a good product and a freaking amazing one. It’s very important for changa as
well, because it not only ensures a fully evaporated, clean end product, it adds greatly to the flavor
and aroma. Take a clean Mason jar or baby food jar and put your fully dried changa in it, closing the
lid afterwards. Let it sit for a few hours and then open it. You will smell moist changa and possibly
hints of IPA. Leave the lid off for a few hours and repeat. Do this as many times as needed. I cure
my changa for about a week, at least. After your cure is complete, place the changa in a sealed jar
in the fridge. A freezer is best for long term storage of a year or more.
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In some areas of the world, humidity can be a problem. Here are two ways I have found to combat
this. The first method is the best, but it requires ordering some desiccant. Desiccant is a substance
that is hygroscopic and induces a state of dryness its immediate vicinity. I use heat treated lava
stones that you can buy from laboratory suppliers, but I hear you can also use the gel packets
available at herbal and natural food stores for keeping supplements fresh. The stones I buy are blue
when dry and turn pink when saturated, so it is easy to tell when they need to be re-baked in the
oven to get all the moisture out. Then they will turn blue again. This stuff is amazing and you can
keep your blends as fresh as a daisy for long term storage.

Fill a large Mason jar with about an inch or so of desiccant. Put your changa in a smaller jar that
will fit inside the large Mason jar with the lid off. Place the changa jar inside the larger jar and put
the lid on the larger jar, leaving the lid off of the changa jar. Let it sit for at least a day or two, then
remove the changa jar and seal it up with its own lid. If you leave the lid off of the changa jar after
drying, it will reabsorb moisture from the air, so try to keep it sealed as much as possible and, if
handling and using the changa often, repeat the desiccant drying every now and then.
The method of drying changa in high-humidity environments requires a freezer or fridge. These
appliances have a dehumidifier built into them; otherwise you would have a lot of condensation in
your fridge and a freezer, with tons of frost covering everything. Note: If you open your freezer and
are met with a white Christmas or frost covering everything, then your dehumidifier probably isn't
working in that appliance.

Place your changa jar in the fridge with the lid off, but keep the lid next to the changa jar. Placing
the jar near the cool air output is best if possible. This cool air is very dry. Leave your changa in
there for a day or two and then place it in the freezer for one more day. When you’re done, quickly
remove the changa from the freezer and seal the jar. This will remove most of the moisture.

If you keep your supply in the freezer normally for storage, then here is a tip to keep your changa
dry and fresh. When removing the jar from the cold environment, never open it until it is at room
temperature—especially if you live in a humid region. Take the jar out, leave it sealed, and let it sit
on the counter for 10-15 minutes, until it reaches room temperature, then open it. If you open a cold
changa jar, it will collect condensation and become moist.

Well, there you have it. That’s all I have learned about changa and the little tips and ideas I have
developed along the way. Changa has changed my life and given me a new purpose. It is my wish
that all those who feel called to develop a relationship with changa do so, and take great care in
creating their blends to unlock new understandings. Making changa, for me, is an artistically active
role in the DMT experience. With this approach, a vast new level of hyperspace can unfold.
Happy travels!
OM
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Geometric Garden by SalviaDroid

DMTand Frequency
The Musicality of Hyperspace
By Global

Let’s begin to explore a variety of ways that frequency affects the DMT experience. As the DMT
experience seems to be largely visual in nature, it makes the most sense to start here. DMT
hyperspace is replete with landscapes, architecture, machinery, vistas, “virtual spaces,” entities, and
the downright ineffable. Much of the time, drawing a line where one of these ends and another
begins is not always possible. One commonality among the visual categories is that they all seem
to be made out of light and color. Hyperspace seems not to care for the narrow and limited frequency
range of the visible light spectrum that we are typically able to perceive; it can display colors that
seem to be of such a high frequency that they are not conveyable in consensual reality, using
pigments or computer pixels. Perhaps hummingbirds, butterflies, or bumblebees can typically see
these colors all around us, but we as a species are, in one sense, cosmically color blind.

I like to think of this as likening the visible light spectrum to the musical set of audible frequencies.
In music we have the property of octaves, which dictates that by doubling the frequency of a note,
you arrive at the same pitch class (i.e. same letter name such as ‘Bb’) that is said to be an octave
above the one you started at. For example, if we took the note A-440, which vibrates at 440 Hz (cycles
per second), and we doubled the frequency to 880 Hz, we would have another ‘A’ note. Now, the
octave ‘A’ doesn’t have the same exact sound as the A-440—it clearly sounds higher in pitch—but,
it shares a similar phenomenal quality.
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It occurred to me to see what happens when I double the frequency of a visible light color. It doesn’t
make sense to do this with most of the spectral colors of the rainbow because we quickly find
ourselves outside of the visible light spectrum. However, we can use red. By doubling the “average”
frequency for red, we wind up in the violet end of the spectrum, which I find fascinating. It is
interesting to note that red and violet are at opposite ends of the visible spectrum, and yet, they have
an eerily similar quality to them. It may be argued that certain shades of violet are octaves of certain
shades of red; a particular violet hue may be seen as a higher frequency counterpart to a red hue at
half the frequency. Using this logic, I see no reason why this trend could not continue up the
electromagnetic spectrum, creating octaves of rainbows. There could be higher frequency yellows
or greens that resemble the versions with which we are familiar. The only thing getting in our way
is our anatomy. To drive home the music analogy, if we were to repeatedly double that A-440 to 880
Hz, to 1760 Hz, and so on…we would eventually find ourselves in a range of frequencies that would
be completely inaudible to the human ear. However, they still exist and they would nevertheless be
classified as ‘A’s, albeit imperceptibly high ones.
This is not merely conceptual, but observational as well. I have seen these high-frequency colors
splayed out in their rainbow forms. They resemble rainbows, but the colors are all very intense and
not quite the spectral colors with which we are familiar. A particular experience actually culminated
in such a rainbow collapsing in upon itself, creating a floating dark brown spider. This eventually
gave way to different octave rainbows cascading up my stairs.

Before completely departing from the realm of the visual, there is another semi-visual
frequency/vibratory phenomenon that presents itself in the form of buzzing. I say “semi-visual”
because it is visible as well as tactile, and even audible. It appears that the higher-frequency the
phenomenon encountered, the more likely it is to display this feature of buzzing. I have often found
this buzzing to be either soothing or engaging. Sometimes it can be quite subtle; very “tight” buzzing
is primarily felt, whereas more overt buzzing can visually radiate and is more likely to be heard as
well. The more intense the buzzing, the higher the pitch (frequency) I typically hear. It is here that
we can start to see how one domain can affect the others.

There is this one place in particular that I visit quite often in hyperspace. It is a gigantic mansion
with a lot of rooms, some of which I’m sure I have yet to see. All of the rooms and the fashions with
which they interconnect always remain consistent, although the activity and presence of entities
within these rooms is not always so consistent. Due to repeated experiences, I have gained a number
of unique perspectives on this mansion that would be improbable to discern on a single visit.
Towards the beginning of an experience, some small digital-like entities may start constructing the
house in a relatively empty space. Through some quick zipping around, they create what appears
to be a Day-Glo dollhouse, but the inside reveals itself to be anything but…

If seen from the outside later on, the mansion reveals itself to be quite an elaborate castle-like
structure as it develops. There is an entry foyer, small decorative crawl spaces, a vaulted domed
living room, and more. Of relevant interest to the concept of frequencies is the high, narrow spire. I
have noticed that I often see the spire when my head gets tilted back—whether that is voluntary or
involuntary. As I float up into the spire, there are a variety of odd suspended things, and I have
noticed a direct relationship between altitude and frequency; the higher my position in the spire, the
more intense the buzzing. There is a bird theme in this spire with an intensely buzzing, disembodied
eagle’s head near its peak. The buzzing is very visceral and notably visual.
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Now let’s investigate more closely the audio facet of this big puzzle. While there may not always be
a perceptible auditory component to the experience, or perhaps it is simply eclipsed by distracting
visual activity, it is clear to me that hyperspace can utilize audio pitches quite effectively in order to
allow for certain action, or even to create and/or sustain certain objects, entities, etc.
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There is a wide array of audio I have heard, including 8-bit sequences, music, the sounds of
machinery and engines, phasers and flangers, a variety of sounds one would only encounter in
modern “electronic music,” certain otherworldly sounds exhibited by similarly otherworldly entities,
as well as the audibly perceptible voices of certain entities—although most seem to communicate
in a telepathic fashion rather than a vocal one.

The 8-bit “music” is probably the
most common for me. It’s as if
you took a MIDI sequencer or
step-sequencer, and looped—
usually quite rapidly—a handful of
pure, blocky tones. These tones
tend to be rather high in pitch, and
I often find them quite pleasant to
listen to. It is important to note
that
these
tones
always
accompany visual activity, usually
with motion. One day, as I found
myself in the vaulted domed living
room of the aforementioned
mansion, it occurred to me what a
potential function of this stream
Who Wants Cake? by Art Van D’lay
of notes could be. The living room
is circular, with a sparse gray floor, a red couch or two towards the “back,” and some red, plain
arches that vault up along the edges to create the enclosed dome. I had seen this room both with
and without its entity inhabitants, but this time they were there—and yet, something was different.
These bizarre geometric abstractions of entities were lying dormant on the floor, completely inert.
They were not emitting any kind of vibration, and their color tones were a bit dull to match.

Suddenly, the one closest to me began to emit a long stream of 8-bit sequences and the whole room
sprang to life. It seemed like the gravity was turned off as both the serpentine entity before me and
I weightlessly floated up, bobbing in a perceived sea of magnetism, though I understood him to be
in complete control. Furthermore, I could now tell how. He was manipulating the audio in order to
affect not just himself, but his surroundings as well. Recalling that both the entities and the rest of
hyperspace are composed of, at least in part, frequencies of light; this entity was utilizing sequences
of sound in order to modulate the frequencies of light.

Now here’s where things start to get interesting. If that is what happens when the 8-bit pitches are
heard in silence, then what happens when I introduce sound frequencies that are external to the
DMT experience? The answer is that, while it probably depends in part on volume, the external
frequencies can override the “audio commands” of hyperspace, thereby re-modulating the visual
activity as well. If the external audio comes in the form of music, it can have dramatic effects where
pitch, key, and rhythm all come into play. It is often quite clear that the visual activity is synchronizing
with the music. Though, if there is enough energy within the experience, it can resist the musical
effect to some extent. Furthermore, it seems that the entities I’ve encountered may even have
preferences for certain kinds of music, typically with lush harmonies as well as a strong groove, to
which they seem to enjoy rhythmically jiving. In general, it seems that music is most effective or
desirable in a situation where the tempo or pace of the music happens to match the general tempo
of the experience itself. If I am listening to a slow-paced song, but the experience would have
otherwise been flying by at super-fast-forward speed, there will be some awkward tension.

This situation becomes even more intricate when the external music interacts with the energetic
atmosphere of hyperspace, which in turn interacts with the musculoskeletal system of the body,
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creating involuntary motions. Particularly when there is a strong groove, these involuntary motions
can become rhythmic oscillations of the limbs or core of the body, depending on where the energy
makes contact. Similarly to how the audio can override the “physical” activity of the entities, the
same principle can be used to override the motor activity of the body in a fascinating way. I don’t
typically listen to electronic music, though other DMT users swear by it, and I can see why. One
time, a friend came over and played some electronic music with a gigantic bass beat while I smoked
DMT. During the experience, I stood up—not the typical position in which to experience DMT—as
the aether seized my body and I began to forcefully, yet euphorically, sway quite broadly like a human
pendulum. When people talk about getting into “flow,” this must be somewhere near the peak of
that phenomenon. This is contrasted with head-banging or ordinary dancing to music, due to the
involuntary nature of the situation.

In fact, sound is not the only frequency override that can create this kind of effect. If you were
thinking “external visual light,” you are correct! I have noticed that my body will become physically
attracted, in the most literal sense, to the strongest source of light in my vicinity. This means that if
there is a lamp off to my flank, I may contort or pivot my body or head to face it. Or, if a ceiling light
is most intense, by the end of the experience I may find myself with my head inclined toward the
ceiling.
When I first noticed this kind of activity, it was because the sun was shining through a window I
was near while on DMT. I found myself automatically gravitating towards the points where it was
most strongly shining through the slotted shades. I decided I had to experiment, so I smoked a little
more DMT, and then stood up to walk
outside—which is quite hard to do. I was
then standing outside and I had my feet
planted with my entire body facing the sun.
The attractive pull was so incredibly strong
that it was automatically moving my legs,
one foot at a time, so that I was actually
pedantically and involuntarily marching
toward the sun! When I turned my back to it,
I could practically feel the skin on my back
getting pulled backward, though it wasn’t of
course.

There is yet a third override that we have not
paid much attention to yet (pun alert), but it
may be connected to frequency as well: the
domain of attention. When I place my
attention on a certain part of hyperspace or
even on a certain part of the external world,
the energy in the air—along with
components of hyperspace—will tend to
Primordial Essence by SalviaDroid
gravitate to that point of focus, assuming
my undivided attention can impact the energy enough to create the override effect. Attention can
also lead to geometric development and sophistication at the point of focus. As with gravity, one
doesn’t have to be aware of this principle for it to take place.
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My initial theory was that it was where my eyes were pointing that created this effect, as I had
noticed a direct correlation between the direction in which my eyes were pointing and where the
objects and entities in the room tended to flow. But it was not until I decided to keep a steadfast
gaze straight ahead, while accidentally letting my mind wander to an alternate part of the room, that
I observed that the hyperspacial objects were flowing to the corner of the room I was thinking about
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and not in the direction my eyes were pointing. I have since learned the Buddhist expression, “energy
flows where attention goes,” and quite frankly, it seems astoundingly accurate. I say that it may be
connected to the concept of frequency in the sense that it is affecting this energetic phenomenon
that is intrinsically tied to other kinds of frequency. Thus, it stands to reason that it too might fall
somewhere under this “frequency” umbrella.

To return to the audio facet; many entities will exhibit sound and different entities seem to have
their own signature kinds of rhythmic “melodies” with variations. So much so that there have been
times when I have been able to detect and identify the presence of a particular entity not yet within
my sight because of the audio they were creating. There are some seemingly sinister entities that
project appropriately kooky and sinister sequences of overlapping dissonant pitches—very
reminiscent of the sound effects of the wizards from early Super Mario games. Interestingly enough,
the audio coming from the entity producing it can be spatially dependent on the location of the
entity. So, if it is off to my right flank, the sound is perceived as entering my right ear.

Dimensional Object 2 by Global

Using the concept of manipulating visual activity via audio, I have experimented with playing my
guitar while keeping my eyes open for the duration of an experience, which is no easy task. Different
chords or tonalities created very distinct geometric themes. Perhaps of little surprise to musicians,
the rather plain key of C major creates some pretty basic and smooth DMT geometries, whereas a
key like A major creates more sharp, angular geometries.

Perhaps the most potent way for me to directly affect hyperspace is by way of throat chanting,
which also affords me the best “defense” against unwanted entity company, and there may be good
reason for this. This guttural chanting brings together all of the aforementioned elements that have
been shown to create “interference” with or modulation of hyperspace. It merges the audio with the
tactile, as the sound resonates quite viscerally with the body, which creates minor visual buzzing
activity in the eyes, and all of these factors converge to focus the attention as well. Those who are
well trained in such chanting can even elicit harmonic overtones, where their voice produces multiple
pitches simultaneously. Using this technique, I have been able to unfold and dissect entities that
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had been bound and knotted by negativity, such that they are disassembled into whimsically dainty
and positive geometric patterns and energies. The manner in which it affects so many modalities
of frequency simultaneously makes it practically impossible for entities to resist, as quite powerful
ones can potentially overcome the modulation effects of typical music.

Once, in the center of my vision emerged the godhead, flanked by two highly advanced geometric
abstract entities that were higher-dimensional forms of an entity that I have met numerous times.
They were like gigantic, golden puzzle-piece satellite entities, and they were creating the most
sophisticated 8-bit tonal sequences that hyperspace has to offer. It was like listening to a computer
going crazy. As I approached the godhead, time dilated, getting slower and slower.I could somehow
sense the particles of time ballooning out into meaninglessness, as time slowed to a complete stop,
and for a few moments of eternity,
I was just one sole frequency/vibration, suspended between moments in time.
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Banisteriopsis Caapi Propagation
By Ringworm

A fellow gave me a little baby Banisteriopsis caapi plant once. I stuck it in a pot and rooted it, then
worked to get it established over the next two years.

After this time, I decided to take cuttings. The momma plant had 60 feet of usable vine and I wanted
to maximize the number of cuttings, so I devised a single node rooting system. Instead of using a
full node for roots and one for leaves, I took a single node and laid it sideways on the soil. Thus, half
would root and half would sprout. It seemed like a good idea, which I hoped would produce at least
twice as many usable plants.
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Sure enough, it worked out well!

Tip cuttings tend to fall over and sometimes even die on you, while woody sections are the easiest
to establish. I took my woody shrub know-how, remembering that we used to use a razor blade to
"slice" the hard woody parts in order to promote rooting. I don't carry a knife, so I chewed the ends
lightly to break the surface. Three days later, root-buds:

Once well-rooted in a small area, I would transfer them to one-quart pots, where they could spend
up to a year. It is always better to keep your tropical plants in too tight of a pot (under-potted) and
water them often. The real killer of tropicals is overly wet soil, as it pushes the oxygen out,
suffocating the roots.

The ideal soil for most tropical plants is almost like a cactus mix. Ideally, it should dry out every day
and require water. When in doubt, most box mixes will work sufficiently well, although indoors you
will want to make sure the soil doesn't stay overly moist. Aside from root rot problems, fungus gnats
and other issue may arise. I kept all of my tropical plants under-potted and in very loose soil to help
avoid these situations.

B. caapi, much like Psychotria, loves high amounts of light, though not direct light. The best
description of this would be what it’s like on a very bright, sunny day when you are shaded lightly
by a hardwood tree's canopy. It is very bright, although the sun is not beating down on you. This is
my experience in the Deep South of the United States. In northern climates, I'm sure these plants
could handle more direct light, as the sun is less intense. As usual, adapt as dictated by your
environment. I do not know your particular location or microclimate, so read the plant. Make changes
and adjust as you go along.
Good luck! And don't forget to clone these and give away as many as you can.
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O

By jamie

Temperate Sources of Tryptamine Gnosis

ver the last decade, a wave of interest in plant sources for DMT and related entheogenic
tryptamines has risen, paralleling the general interest in these molecular keys. N,N-DMT and
5-MeO-DMT have been the two best known and most sought after of these tryptamines. In
the wake of this rising interest, a wide array of online ethnobotanical vendors have appeared, offering
dried DMT-containing plants, such as Mimosa tenuiflora and Acacia confusa, bringing DMT to
underground psychedelic cultures. These cultures are based on the trade of foreign goods, often
illegal in many countries, with consumers risking legal action through their importation of such
botanical products. Additionally, the question of sustainability is an increasingly relevant issue with
the recent shift to harvesting Acacia species root bark, which does not regenerate as easily as
Mimosa tenuiflora.
A little over a decade ago, mainly through the publication of the Entheogen Review, a grassroots
entheogenic resurgence sprung up through the efforts of a core group of pioneering psychonauts.
This group included Johnny Appleseed and Jim DeKorne, who were exploring the use of Phalaris
grass species—namely select strains of Phalaris arundinacea—as sources of DMT and 5-MeO-DMT.
A number of strains of Phalaris arundinacea and Phalaris aquatica were selected and bred out as
clones, then made available to the community. For a time, this work was fruitful and many saw this
pursuit as the model of what DMT and 5-MeO-DMT use would be in the future. However, as novel
research into grasses was initially peaking, other plant sources such as Mimosa tenuiflora and
Psychotria viridis were becoming available through mail-order ethnobotanical companies. This
contributed to a shift towards the use of these plants, which had a more prominent traditional
background and were easier to work with. Recently,
though, due to the persecution of entheogenic plant users
by law enforcement agencies, interest in grass species is
making a comeback.

Grasses can be grown in almost any climate and can even
be found in the wild in many climates around the world,
including the temperate regions. Over the years, there
have been those who continued the work started by
Appleseed and others. The Phalaris brachystachys pioneer,
fourthripley, of the DMT-Nexus is one of these seekers. He
has written a truly ground-breaking PDF covering his
experiments with this species of grass (fourthripley,
2012). Phalaris brachystachys is a strong tryptamineproducing grass that has been used successfully as a
DMT source plant. In a revolutionary paper by
ethnobotanical researchers Francesco Festi and Giorgio
Samorini, titled “Ayahuasca-like effects obtained with
Italian Plants,” the use of a Phalaris aquatica strain named
“AQ1” was described as part of an entheogenic mixture
along with extract from the seeds of Peganum harmala
(Festi, Samorini, 1994).

Phalaris arundinacea spring re-growth in the PNW
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It has been speculated by some that the kykeon of the Greek Eleusinian mysteries was not, in fact,
an entheogenic preparation based on ergot, but a sacrament that included the use of Phalaris
aquatica (nen, 2013). Indeed, there is some reason to entertain this conclusion, based on depictions
of a grass that resemble this species, although mushrooms were likely used in the mysteries as
well. Others have suggested that some species of Phalaris may have played a role in the
transformational story of Glaucus (Crowley 2014, Edley 2013) and some researchers believe that
the related grass/reed species of Phragmites australis and Arundo donax may have been used as
tryptamine admixtures in the Vedic Soma (Dannaway). In a talk by Christian Rätsch entitled
“Psychoactivity: The Fountain of Culture,” he describes a grass/reed that is used by Nepalese
shamans that resembles the Phalaris species, and postulates that it may be a related tryptaminecontaining plant (Rätsch, 1998).
These hypotheses are all conjecture. As interesting as they are, we just don’t know at this point in
time. What we do have is a body of current work based on the direct experience of modern
researchers. I would like to offer my limited experience with these grasses for those seekers who
are on their own path towards Gnosis. This is by no means a complete overview of tryptamineproducing grass species and their application in entheogenic practices. My hope is to inspire others
to look more closely at this family of grasses, as our understanding of these species is an ongoing
process that needs more attention.

Two major factors that seem to determine the usefulness of this particular species are the time of
harvest and the chemical phenotype, or chemotype. Phalaris arundinacea is a species that expresses
itself through a variety of chemotypes. Numerous chemotypes can exist within any given population
of the wild grass. Breeders have selected a number of strains that are high in desired tryptamine
alkaloids and have made them commercially available for some time. These strains, however, still
contain significant amounts of gramine and hordenine, which are easily removed during extractions,
or at least reduced to insignificant amounts. There is no solid data to suggest that either gramine
or hordenine are toxic in the amounts that would be ingested.

The work presented here is focused only on wild populations of grass present in the Pacific
Northwest and the numerous chemotypes present in the plant material harvested. The alkaloid
levels are also reported to vary throughout the growing season. Old data suggests that the
tryptamine levels reach a peak around mid-summer, while beta-carboline levels peak and tryptamine
levels drop near the end of the growing season, towards the fall. While there is also data to suggest
periods of drought and even the time of day may affect alkaloid concentrations, this text will only
focus on seasonal times of harvest, as I have not explored other factors to the degree necessary
for public conjecture.

The Collection and Testing Procedure

The grass was harvested from a region of wetlands at the edge of a peat bog, and another location
close by, at the top of a hill above the first location. Variance in chemotype expression between the
two locations is unknown. Various extractions and bioassay experiments were conducted, spanning
a number of years. Grass was harvested at the beginning of the growing season in late February
and early March, mid-summer, and into the fall. At this time, no oral bioassays have been conducted.
All bioassays involved the vaporization of freebased plant extracts.
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Two different extraction procedures were tested, followed by bioassays. Fresh grass was quickly
chopped up and boiled in a pot with water and vinegar for 30 minutes. Then the solution was poured
off and filtered. This process was repeated two more times and the combined liquid was evaporated
over an element on low heat and fully dried in a dehydrator. Calcium hydroxide was added to this
resin and mixed with a small amount of water to raise the pH, and the mixture was again dried in a
dehydrator. 99% isopropanol was added to and removed from the basified mixture three times and
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then evaporated to yield a gooey product, comprised of alkaloids and some plant oils. This product
was re-dissolved once more in isopropanol, filtered, decanted, and then evaporated to yield a full
spectrum mixture of plant oils and alkaloids, concentrated enough for initial bioassay purposes.
The grass was extracted in this manner, as opposed to a traditional A/B technique using non-polar
solvents, to ensure that all of the alkaloids present would be extracted.

Non-polar extractions were also performed for the purposes of gas chromatography analysis, as
well as bioassays. These extracts exhibited a strong floral indole scent, likely indicating the presence
of tryptamines. GC-MS analysis was performed on an extract of grass harvested in southern British
Columbia late into the fall. DMT and NMT each accounted for 1% of the total extract (which
contained plant fats and oils, as well as alkaloids), 4% was 5-MeO-NMT, 1% 2-Me-THβC, 16% 6-MeO2-Me-THβC, and gramine comprised another 1% (endlessness, 2012). The gramine would likely have
been entirely excluded—or present in lower quantities—had room temperature limonene been used
for the extraction. In this case, hot limonene was used as the solvent.

Phalaris arundinacea spring re-growth in the PNW

In some bioassay experiments, sunflower oil
was used in place of limonene with success,
and has been shown by dreamer042 of the
DMT-Nexus to not pull significant amounts of
gramine or hordenine. Hordenine may be
present in the grass, but the limonene did not
pull any. I must stress that these results are
not indicative of tryptamine levels or ratios
present in spring and summer harvests. This
is also not entirely indicative of tryptamine
and beta-carboline levels present in grass
from other locations in the PNW or elsewhere,
due to broad chemotype variance. It can be
assumed that the tryptamine/beta-carboline
ratio may be inverted during the summer
months.

Bioassay experiments revealed that caution should be taken when working with wild varieties of
Phalaris arundinacea, due to some unpleasant alkaloid(s) that seem to be present in the more fullspectrum alcohol extracts. Upon vaporization, an initial tryptamine effect is encountered. This effect
has not always been consistent, yet the extract has always produced some degree of psychedelic
effects once the dose is sufficient. After the initial tryptamine portion of the experience subsides,
one is left with an unpleasant lingering stimulation that fades over a number of hours and has left
me with a feeling similar to that of a caffeine crash, with a mild headache. This effect is not present
when a full A/B extraction with non-polar solvents is performed. Hordenine and/or gramine may be
responsible for this effect, but at this time it is unknown.

Grass extracted in the fall, as it was beginning to yellow and dry in some places, yielded a dark black
gooey extract. An unknown amount of the extract was carefully vaporized in a glass pipe. Effects
began instantly upon inhalation, and by the time the remaining vapor was exhaled, I encountered
an extremely powerful tryptamine body-rush. Within moments, I felt an odd pressure in the pineal
region, which increased until I both felt and heard a “pop,” at which point the pressure was released,
bathing my body in an energetic experience so powerful that I fell back, out of my seated position,
and was forced to endure the experience lying down. The main effect was very powerful and
psychedelic, but without any significant visual activity, instead presenting a state of profound mental
expansion. There was a faint visual shimmer with my eyes closed, however, no geometry or complex
forms were noted. The effect dropped off quickly, within minutes, and soon gave way to a lingering
stimulation; resulting in exhaustion and a mild headache later that day, possibly due to alkaloids
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present in the full spectrum extract. I have not achieved an experience of this nature with extracts
from grass harvested in other seasons. The extract in question was not bioassayed again, and an
extraction from grass harvested in late fall has not yet been re-attempted.

Grasses tested in both summer and early spring/late winter never yielded the same experience as
the first bioassay from grass that was collected at the end of the growth season. I have no
experience with synthetic 5-MeO-DMT, but based on the experiences I have read, I have concluded
that my initial bioassay experiment yielded a similar experience. Considering 5-MeO-DMT was not
detected in an extract taken later from the same area and time of year, this cannot be verified.
However, since 5-MeO-NMT was present, along with higher beta-carboline levels, it would seem
logical to explore the possibility that they played a significant role in that experience. 5-MeO-NMT
is a tryptamine that has not been very well explored thus far, and may be a useful entheogenic
tryptamine in its own right, worthy of further investigation.

Grass harvested very early, in late winter/early spring at the start of the growing season, sometimes
displays a reddish-purple tint in the young leaf blades, which is most pronounced at the leaf tips.
There has been some speculation that this is an indication of high tryptamine content; however,
this claim hasn’t been verified. Grass extracted at this time yielded a very small amount of gooey
product, similar in appearance to extracts taken at other times. Upon vaporization of this extract, I
noticed a faint tingle after 20-30 seconds, which increased over the next few minutes until a very
distinct tryptamine glow was experienced. The effect was reminiscent of vaporized D. cabrerana
extracts and quite different from that of M. tenuiflora extracts. Nevertheless, it was pleasant and
definitely psychedelic. A gentle mental expansion was noted, and the immediate space of the room
took on a sort of bubble-like perceptual quality. Mental effects continued to increase for roughly 10
minutes, yielding an ecstatic state while I sat in meditation. I had the feeling that, at a larger dose,
the mental effects would produce states of psychological or energetic "looping" similar to what I
have experienced with D. cabrerana extracts. Visually, there was a faint shimmer to the air and a
sense that vocalization could possibly modulate this shimmer. This effect, however, was quite mild
at this dosage. The tryptamine effects began to wind down within about 15 minutes, resulting in a
short-lived afterglow.

Young leaf blades exhibiting a red tint
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Once, after vaporizing a large dose of the extract, I felt an initial rush (possibly resulting from any
DMT present), which never really manifested into an experience. After waiting a long enough time
for any DMT to metabolize, I decided that not much else was going to happen and I walked out into
my hallway. I instantly felt myself coming up into a strong peak. The walls began to take on a distinct,
yet unique, quality that I associate with tryptamine ingestion. Physically speaking, I felt slightly
stimulated and mentally expanded. As I quickly sat down, this state deepened. It was as if everything
was coming apart, yet it was not like DMT hyperspace. It was as if I myself, along with objects in
the room, had become infused with hyperspace itself. Boxes on the table and tapestries on the wall
became animate and lit from within themselves. I distinctly remember feeling as if the experience
was not very visual, at least not in the way DMT is. Yet, at the same time, my cognitive capacities
had been blown wide open and I was seeing reality itself as a fully animate spirit. Physically, there
was a very powerful energy that I was unable to manage or contain, rushing through my body.
Psychologically, I was becoming confused and there was a sense of being profoundly warped. The
term “chakra activator” came to mind. This was very different from DMT.

While DMT is present in Phalaris grass, it is only one of a number of psychedelic tryptamines and
beta-carbolines that lend themselves to the experience, and likely a tertiary one at that. This grass
is a unique plant entheogen unto itself, deserves respect as such, and should not be confused as
simply a “DMT source.” If one desires pure DMT, there are other strains of Phalaris that contain
much higher and more pure DMT profiles. The other option is to learn alkaloid separation through
the use of column chromatography. This method would allow anyone with access to tryptaminecontaining Phalaris to obtain pure alkaloids. I would like to propose, however, that while that is an
interesting route for the acquisition of DMT and 5-MeO-DMT, there is also a lot of possible value
both entheogenically and therapeutically in the exploration of other tryptamines present, both in
isolation and in combination. 5-MeO-NMT, for instance, has been shown in animal studies to be a
potent, short-acting psychoactive tryptamine (Taborski, McIssac, 1964), and could have psychedelic
effects in humans. The tryptamine researcher nen888 has done groundbreaking work on the
entheogenic qualities of NMT (nen, 2011). I think similar research into the psychoactivity of 5-MeONMT could prove fruitful.

Wild Phalaris arundinacea seems to be a local and abundant source of entheogenic tryptamines.
However, as it stands, one must be aware that a wide variety of chemical phenotypes exist and
present different alkaloid profiles in different populations of grass. I personally see these grasses
as power plants to be approached with respect; not as one single teacher, but as a family of allies,
each with their own respective voices. Gaia is calling us back to the natural world, and what better
way to get there than by observing her natural rhythms and cycles through the cultivation of a
relationship to the medicines that grow where we grow?

What I find so interesting and relevant to where we are now is that the grass sources of entheogenic
tryptamines have largely remained underground, even in the underground! And for good reason.
Nothing worth doing is supposed to be easy. The grasses are a code to be cracked, and it will take
time and dedication by those seekers who are true to this path. Many dedicated DMT travelers are
now growing select strains of these grasses and testing wild varieties. A database of knowledge is
slowly being built surrounding strains, phenotypes, and cycles of alkaloid production in relation to
seasonal changes and environmental stressors. Through this process we are entering into a deeper
understanding of these plants and nature itself.
This, for me, is priceless.
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Initiation of the Heart

his journey that I embarked upon with the
healing and sacred cactus was one of the
most beautiful and deep experiences that I
have had with it so far in my entheogenic journeys.
Truly, this was one of the most profound visions
that I experienced during my journey...
I was lying on the comfy lounge couch with a cool
and refreshing breeze blowing ever so gently over
me.

As I closed my eyes, I was rapidly drawn down to
the great depths of the ocean floor where everything
was black and filled with complete darkness. Little
glowing animals floated effortlessly past me with
great silence and dexterity. I quietly admired their
beautiful and peaceful world for quite some time.

Initiation
By Aegle
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of the Heart

I began to rise up, all of a sudden, to a rocky outcrop of coral and rocks teaming with sea urchins,
mollusks, crabs and thousands of brightly-colored vibrant reef fish. As an observer, I was greatly
touched by the fragile inter-connective threads, woven together between each of the life forms within
their ecosystems.

I was then tumbling through powerful, white, foamy waves breaking on a far and distant seashore.
I could feel the intense beating of the Earth’s natural rhythm flowing through every atom of my being.
But something was very wrong, I could feel it instantly. The rhythm started to beat an offbeat
sequence. I started to feel really sick deep within my core.

Complete silence, then the gentle hum of honey bees began to drone. The hum grew stronger and
stronger, the bees began to mark my face with honey in a warrior initiation ceremony. The smell of
honey and the loud, deafening hum of the bees completely filled the air. The sound was incredibly
meditative and hypnotic. A massive pot of honey was poured over my crown by the bees—I was
fully immersed within the honey, feeling completely renewed and purified.
My initiation into being an earth warrior was completely life changing and awe-inspiring. I will travel
the path of the earth warrior with all my heart and the determination that I have within me.
I will forever hold this deep and life changing journey close to my heart.
Much Peace and Respect
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Reflections on the Unfolding Journey
A conversation with nen888 and gibran2

The following was a recorded discussion between two seasoned explorers from the DMT-Nexus,
nen888 and gibran2. Nen is well known for his deep knowledge of acacias and indigenous practices,
and gibran for his philosophical wisdom and experience with Salvia divinorum. Here they talk a bit
about what lays at the very core of the transcendental psychedelic experience.

N: Going back to when I was at university, in my early twenties, some chemistry students had alerted
me of some papers and I discovered that DMT was in acacias. Initially, for the first few years, there
was no DMT-Nexus or anything like that; I just took the advice of some chemists on how to extract
these things. And for the first few years my approach was pretty similar to most people’s, I was just
amazed and trying to get some insight into this mystery that is DMT.

But because of initially having spent a lot of time searching for the plant, I had this pretty strong
sense of it being a plant experience rather than a molecule. A few years after becoming familiar
with DMT, I was fortunate enough to make contact with indigenous people in this country and spent
quite a few years being taught their spiritual approach, working with them, and spending a lot of
time in communities. So I guess I got very influenced by their viewpoints on things and particularly,
their approach to spirit in general and spirits in nature; animal spirits, plant spirits, rock spirits, spirit
in the larger sense, along with diet, and the idea of going into rigorous periods of training in order to
study things. It’s something I don’t talk about that much.
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Generally they’re highly secretive about their use of plants. But in terms of approaching the acacia,
I just found their general spiritual viewpoint highly beneficial. In a sense it’s more about serving a
higher healing purpose, not so much the personal identity. Their concept of the dreamtime is neither
past nor future. It is, in a sense, an eternal now, and what we call the “everyday world” is being
created out of this dreamtime. So we, ourselves, and this world are simply a reflection, or shadows
being cast by higher or ancestral beings, as they call them. So, in that sense of how their approach
influenced me, everything that’s happening in the so-called DMT hyperspace is completely
connected to everything that’s happening in the external world. There isn’t so much a separation,
it’s just that one is external to the normal time-space which is generating the ordinary time-space.

So I think this has, in a sense, influenced the way I approach DMT and particularly how I always
focus on the actual plant it’s coming from as opposed to the molecule itself. In that sense it kind of
offers some sense of direction and focus. I’ve had all sorts of incredible experiences over the years,
but after a while and doing mental training—which is where most spiritual disciplines focus—I
became more focused on the actual awareness itself…“It,” or “That,” as they call it, rather than more
object-oriented experiences. In other words, not being attached to any of the visions and being more
aware of where this is all coming from. So I think that the DMT experience can be modified over
time and start to become more relevant to the everyday reality, like any kind of approach to
spirituality or plants where there is a progression and ongoing work.
G: Well, first of all, it sounds like you have quite a history with DMT. For decades? Is that right?
N: Yeah, on and off for decades.

G: For me it’s been about five years I think. Which, by comparison, is still early in that journey. And
for a whole lot of reasons my frequency of use has dropped significantly over the last few years.

N: I can understand that because I don’t think frequency of use is necessarily going to get somebody
further. I think it’s more about quality of experience rather than quantity.

G: Just like there are also those who think that the depth of the experience is directly proportional
to the size of the dose, and I’ve found that to be completely untrue. There is definitely an optimum
dose. But, as I like to say, once the door is open, it’s open. You can’t make it more open. If it’s open
you can go through. Taking more won’t allow you to get through any further. In my experience, it’s
hard to say what changes in my life over the last 5 years are the result of my relationship with DMT
and what might have occurred anyhow. But one thing that is a very definite change is the way I look
at reality. Believe it or not at, one time—going way back now, long before any DMT use—I was a
pretty hardcore materialist. I believed that the world in front of us is all there is, that physical reality
is what it appears to be. But I like to think that I’ve matured since then. So I would say my—I don’t
know what we want to call it—spiritual beliefs were evolving already. DMT helped to clarify things
and illustrate or demonstrate things in a very direct way. Ideas that maybe were, at least partially,
already forming.

The other thing I think about DMT, in terms of a spiritual connection, is that it really allows one to
have a direct connection to—whatever it is you want to call it—The Divine, some would say God,
spirit, you know. Except DMT takes out all the middlemen. Organized religion is just full of
middlemen that serve to separate us from that direct experience of the divine.
N: Or the direct Gnosis.
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G: And DMT really personalizes it.

I can also say that, over the last few years, I’ve had some pretty significant transitions in my life.
One example is when my mother died not too long ago. She was ill for quite a while and that was a
difficult transition. But, I think having a firmer spiritual understanding helped me deal with a lot of
that. However, in terms of getting answers to specific questions or having some kind of direct
guidance, nothing like that.
There have been a couple of synchronicities in my life since I started using DMT. The old materialist
in me is still skeptical, but it’s hard not to see what happened as being connected to something
greater. I can’t say it’s because of DMT, but if anything, maybe DMT helped me to see the connection
there.

N: It could be good coming to DMT a bit later in life because there is more of a framework to integrate
it on a more mature level. So it’s interesting to me, you coming to it at this later point and I think
your approach is insightful. It obviously came to you at what was the right time.

A question to me, in terms of why I’m involved in the DMT-Nexus, is because I feel some sense of
wanting to increase information out there and help people. And I do
intrinsically feel that the plants or substances can bring about
positive change in people, but I think it’s still up to us as individuals
to bring about the change. In other words: the plant won’t do it, so
we have to.
G: I think that’s a really good point. DMT is a catalyst or a facilitator,
and if you’re not doing the work that you need to do to grow, DMT
isn’t going to do it for you. I shouldn’t generalize but there certainly
are some people who seem to think that DMT is going to do things
for them. Other than help to open your eyes and give a whole lot of
questions, it’s not going to do everything for you. There is a lot of
work that the individual has to do if they’re on a journey of spiritual
growth, or self-discovery, or whatever it might be.

N: I find it interesting and heartening that you have this level of
spiritual connection to it because from a couple of your writings like
“The Improbability of Hyperspace” we can see you coming from a
very rational point of view. But I take your point. To me, it’s like I can
approach things from a dreamtime point of view, or I could go into
another point where someone says it’s all Krishna, or God, and so
on. But I don’t think any singular description is ever really going to,
as you say, accurately describe what’s actually going on or provide
an answer to “Why”.

image by Ryusaki

G: You mentioned dreamtime… After a difficult experience when I thought I had died, as I was coming
back, one of the things that was very strong in mind was this feeling that my true self, or deeper
self—whatever you want to call it—my spirit was awakening. And in order to come back, I had to go
back to sleep. I mean “I,” the big “I,” had to go back to sleep and return to the dream, in effect, to
come back. So that’s another interesting way of looking at it.
N: Yeah. It’s like a limitation of consciousness.
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Back to dosage, I don’t think a larger dose is necessarily going to deliver more insight and I think, in
a lot of ways, the whole vista or feeling of the space is there even on sub-threshold doses. I think
some of the furthest states that I’ve been into with DMT, there have been a few higher dose
experiences where, after any kind of transition, for some undetermined period of time nothing is
essentially happening and then I’m not there, and I can’t necessarily describe what is going on, but
it’s a feeling of absolute completeness. And as I start to get the first inklings of self-identity out of
that state, what my mind becomes aware of is a sense of reality creating itself automatically. It just
creates itself in the moment, automatically, from wherever this thing is. This central place. But in a
sense, there isn’t anything to do in that place other than generate reality, and as I come out of that
state I begin to identify with what’s being generated.
The deepest inner states, at their core, seem to be the very act of creating reality itself. So, in that
way, in a sense it is an eternal dreaming in there. An internal dreaming in which the exterior of this
dreaming is objects or myself, things like that, but the inner state is undifferentiated. I guess the
furthest experiences I’ve had with DMT have led me to become interested in these sort of non-dual
philosophies and a sense of singularity.

G: Well, when you talk about non-dual philosophies and other ways of looking at things… Another
thing that DMT taught me is about the fragility of identity. What we consider to be ourselves in our
everyday life—our memories, our physical bodies, our appearance, our thoughts, our feelings—all
of that can be erased in an instant. I’ve experienced that, but there is something that remains. There
is that awareness or that singular consciousness. And it’s a humbling experience. It made me feel
that self and identity is not something that I need to take too seriously, because what we normally
think of as the self is a very transient thing.
N: In a way, what you’ve reached is sort of the equivalent to the conclusions of the Advaita Vedanta,
or other forms of ancient Indian philosophy that say something similar. It’s very interesting to me
that you’ve arrived at pretty much the same spiritual position but the methodology is different, with
the benefit of being able to study the DMT realm. What’s also interesting to me is how yesterday
you mentioned experiences of being an insect, and of becoming a blue multi-tentacle office worker,
and then there is the experience of being oneself in a body. But they’re all still “You” or “I,” in a sense,
in that there doesn’t seem to be any difference between that sense of “I-ness.” Whether you’re an
insect or a human or an alien there is still this same “I,” and at each point that it’s being experienced,
stripped away from all the attributes and identification, it’s still the same “I.”
So how does this contrast with your Salvia experiences? Where does Salvia fit in to this?

G: I had an experience once where I was told something by Salvia that changed the nature of my
subsequent DMT experiences. I don’t remember the details of the Salvia experience, but as usual
there were people—for me, Salvia experiences are very earthly or everyday-reality-related. There was
a little girl on a hill and she told me a message about how this wasn’t just for you, it’s for us too.
What I took out of that was that it’s not just what I get out of an experience, but it’s also what I give
to an experience that’s important. And really, even though I’ve used DMT many times, there is still
that nervousness, that anxiety as I’m about to embark on another journey. And one of the things I
realized was that what I am giving to an experience is, in essence, everything. I’m giving myself and
who I am because, let’s face it, in a deep DMT experience or any psychedelic experience, we’re not
in control. We are voluntarily giving up that control and giving ourselves to the experience.
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So Salvia taught me that. The way it changed my DMT experiences is that—if I had to describe what
many of my DMT experiences are—I would say that they are participatory. It’s not like I am an
observer of things going on around me or I’m being shown things, although those can be parts of
an experience. The more significant aspect is the participation in…in…in what? You know…I can’t
tell you.
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N: That’s the interesting question. I guess in dreamtime theory it would be participation in the act of
creating reality, but I know what you mean. I think the complete surrender approach also works well
too. I mean for me—especially with the point of view of thinking of these things as having their origin
in plants—I guess that after trial and error I have a degree of trust or faith, and I just accept whatever
I’m presented with, the good, the bad, and the ugly. And I think in the complete acceptance of these
things they tend to be more beneficial. Any kind of resistance relates more to any kind of unpleasant
experience.
So your first experience with DMT would have been from Mimosa hostilis then?

G: Yeah, Mimosa hostilis. I haven’t extracted acacias yet, but it sounds like an interesting mix there,
with the NMT slowing the experience. On the other hand, I almost always use sublingual betacarbolines. So in a small dose, even as low as 15mg, it has the effect of slowing the experience
without really coloring it too much. For me, those experiences are always more spiritual or personal.
There is a sense of reverence.

Often the DMT by itself can be very alien. I mean it’s always very alien, but alien in the sense of
visiting some different realm and not in a personal way, like being there as a visitor.
N: The first few years I did have that sense of alien realms but I think the more I got used to it, it
started to become something more familiar, more like home.
But it’s interesting, that word, “alien.” It’s often used and I
know what you mean, but, “alien to what?” is the question.
To me, it’s sort of on another level of alien than beings from
other planets or something like that, although people may
have experiences like of that sort.
G: For me, when I say “alien,” I just mean unlike anything that
is familiar. Not even like alien aliens, you know? Just
something that is so unfamiliar that it’s just beyond
description really.

But you mentioned home. For me, Salvia takes me home, and
when I’m there I’m home. But it’s a strange kind of home; it’s
not a spiritual or material home. It’s some multi-dimensional
home, but that feeling of being home is very strong.

The Kiss by cyb

N: Salvia took me to somewhere very familiar. I don’t know if home is the word, but it’s like a base
level of reality where many eons have been spent creating this external world, only to come back to
THIS. The first time I had it, it shocked me. There was none of that elation or ecstasy of a DMT
experience, it was just a sobering sense of, “ok, THIS, it’s THIS, it’s come back to THIS.” But as I
said, I’m not as experienced with Salvia as you are, so I’m interested by your descriptions of it.

G: We’ve covered a lot of territory, so to wrap things up, I have a question. It’s a question for myself
really, but a question I think anyone who is serious about these experiences will eventually ask:
“Why do I do this?”

It’s not an easy question for me to answer. I guess I do it because it facilitates my becoming a better
person—helps me to become more human? More understanding? More compassionate? I don’t
know. Maybe I do it simply to “participate in the divine mystery.”
Deep inside I know why I do this, and not unlike DMT experiences themselves, the answer to the
question is ... ineffable.
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